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Persepolis 2.0: Creative Support To Iran
Marco Mancuso

The facts happening in these days in

Iran have been and still are evident to

anyone. After the alleged rigging of

ballots, the President Ahmadinejad

was elected once again in Iran the last

mid June. This unleashed formal

protests coming from the defeated

candidate Moussavi which then let

loose more violent and widespreaded

acts of protest on the streets of

Teheran and in the main cities of the

Country.

As dreaded, the Iranian police did not

stay inactive, but reacted with

unequalled violence and repression,

arresting lots of young people,

torturing them and killing an

undefined number of people in the

streets.  This repression continued on

the Net, since it was the place elected

by some brave bloggers to

widespread news on the development

of the events, skilfully using also some

social networks like Twitter and

Facebook.  The press agencies

worldwide were at first interested in

the events, but then gradually moved

their attention away, when the news

flow coming from Iran slowed down,

mainly due to the closure of some

blogs that were afraid to be tracked

through an IP and then be charged of

capital crime (!!!).

Many outraged reactions follow each

other on the Net, together with

petitions and causes to be followed in

the well known way of social

networks (even if its real effectiveness

is now doubtful). I think other words

of comment are now useless. They

would sound banal in a situation that

we – people from the West world (and

certainly Italians) – do not even try to

understand since we have never,

never found ourselves in a such

situation of repression.

I decided therefore to use Digicult as

spokeman and create a short-circuit

between some artistic and creative

news and an important political event,

i.e. the crisis in Iran. I wanted to make

Digicult a small instrument of support,

anyway without changing its roots

and its cultural and editorial aim.

Moreover I discovered the project 
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Persepolis 2.0: it is a re-editing project

by the graphic novel Persepolis

created by the Iranian Marjane Satrapi

which has had a lot of international

success and offers a geographic and

editorial comparison between the

Iranian Revolution of 1979 (which is

part of the original history) and what

is happening nowadays in the

Country.  For this reason I decided

first of all to support the project as

requested, i.e. copying the Html code

of the graphic tables on Digicult’s

homepage (all readers are kindly

requested to do the same) and

secondly to widespread it through

Facebook. Last but not least I tried to

get an interview for this edition of

Digimag. It is an interview made in 24

hours, just before the publication of

the newspaper, but it honours us and

we hope it can be another small

anchor to help the struggling Iranian

people.

.

Marco Mancuso: First of all, I would

like to know something more about

your idea and your project Persepolis

2.0. Of course, it started to protest

after the police riots against post-

election uprising protest movement

again Ahmadinejad, but I think you

had have the idea to spread the word

of what is happening in your country

using both the Internet/social

Networks and the easy impact of a

worlwide famous graphic novel like

Persepolis. Do you want to tell me

more about the genesis of the

project?

Sina & Payman: The idea came out of

an intense desire to do SOMETHING.

We both live in a country where

political protests are illegal and in any

case we are a bit cynical about the

effectiveness of demonstrations or

petitions. So the day after the first

intense crackdown (June 20th), we

brainstormed ways to help in an

effective way. We quickly realized

that our friends in the US and Belgium

(where we grew up) did not really

understand what was going on in Iran

and so that whatever we do should

address this gap in understanding.

The decision to use Marjane Satrapi’s

image was based on two reasons.

First, Persepolis is an iconic work that

has been seen by millions, thus

enhancing the effectiveness of our

project. However the second and

more important reason was that her

images of the Revolution of 1979

mirrored so well the events that were

happening in 2009. In both cases
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millions of Iranians demonstrated all

across Iran against political and social

repression. We worked on this from

6pm until 3am for a week straight and

then launched it last Saturday.

Marco Mancuso: Which is your

background? Are you graphic

designers? and, how did you work

technically on the graphic novel, using

the same characters, the same

identical original iconography

Sina & Payman: We are both

marketing managers. I focus on

word-of-mouth marketing for global

startups while Payman focuses on

global marketing for large brands.

Technically it was pretty easy, we

used Photoshop to replace the text

with our own and Illustrator to place

the images together. The hardest part

was choosing the images to faithfully

reflect the events of that week.

.

Marco Mancuso: Did you contact also

the original author Marjane Satrapi?

Will you work also on other chapters,

focussing on other moments, of

Iranian post-election protest?

Sina & Payman: We do have

permission to use her images, and we

are now working on other ways to

help educate non-Iranians about what

is happening in Iran

Marco Mancuso: You ask to the

Internet activist community to spread

the project Persepolis 2.0 on the

net. Which backdrops did you receive

from the Net until know? I know

you’re starting collecting stats about

the domain, so how do you want to

use them? 

Sina & Payman: Since launching the

site 6 days ago there have been more

than 50,000 unique visitors from 150

countries. This propagation has taken

off completely on its own via

Facebook. Though there have been

articles published about Persepolis 2.0

in the mass media, they have

generated very little traffic compared

with from Facebook. We have

received a large volume of emails

from all over the world asking how

they can best support Iranians, and

we’ve also received many emails from

Iranians within Iran thanking us for

helping get the word out. Moving

forward, we look to leverage the

publicity that Persepolis 2.0 has

received to inspire “regular” people

worldwide to produce creative

expressions of solidarity… there’s a
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reason why artists and writers are

considered so ‘dangerous’ for a

corrupt establishment. 

Marco Mancuso: What is happening in

Iran now is something so terrible and

against human rights, that it’s very

uneasy to tollarate and accept for us. I

could not imagine what it means if

you are Iranian born like you. So,

which are your feelings at the

moment, what could really happen in

the near future in Iran according to

you? How is strong the hope looking

also at the next big national strike of

the next week?

Sina & Payman: Iranians of my

generation have been defined by an

event (The Revolution of ’79) that they

never experienced. The ruling class in

Iran has until now has repressed any

attempt to create a freer society and

this has led to a generally apathetic

mindset. However the hope preceding

this election and the mass

demonstrations that followed have

infused us all with a sense of hope

that this regime may indeed evolve

more quickly than we ever believed. I

think the majority of Iranians aren’t

advocating regime change, just more

social, economic, and political

freedom with less corruption. So even

though the street protests have been

‘crushed’ with thousands still in jail

and being tortured, public faith and

trust in the regime has largely

collapsed. All this is to say that the

national strike and other measures

like it will affect the regime and

eventually will lead to a more free

Iran. How many years did it take for

there to be an African-American

named Hussein in the White House?

Much sooner than anyone expected. I

believe the same thing will happen in

Iran, for if the regime wants to

maintain power they will have to

eventually respect the desires of their

population, 70% of which is under the

age of 30.

.

Marco Mancuso: During the last days,

we saw the power of social networks

and internet technologies. Some

blogs were the only source of news

from Iran, some social networks like

Twitter or Facebook were also

important for the young people in

Teheran to communicate with the

World outside their country. In the

same time, we’re now reading how

the government is able to close many

blogs, to stop the access to Internet,

and in fact there are not so many
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news of what is happening there from

some days. We read also that all the

people that posted some news on

their blogs, will be targeted through

their Id account, if the didn’t hide it

and the risk is the capital law. So, are

you in contact with some of these

young people in your country, can you

help them in some way? And, do you

think that it will arrive a moment in

which all the country will be closed to

the Internet and it will be quite

impossibile to know what will

happen in Teheran?

Sina & Payman: I don’t think Iran will

ever become North Korea. The

population is incredibly

technologically-advanced, liberal,

with strong ties to countries all over

the world (in my state alone,

California, there are more than 2

million Iranians, many of

whom regularly travel to Iran). And if

the government closed the Internet

completely then they themselves

wouldn’t be able to communicate and

do business with the outside world. I

believe the best thing that I can do

personally is to help educate my non-

Iranian friends and to advocate

for solidarity with Iranians because

seeing the world supporting them has

a profound effect on the organizing

ability of strikes, protests, etc in Iran.

We are a very emotional people, quick

to joy and also despair. That there

were millions of people in the streets

(in ’79 and ’09) is evidence of this.

Thus the Internet and its social

communication tools will continue to

feed us information but at the same

time will be a medium for

misinformation by the government, as

we see now on Twitter

Marco Mancuso: What I really hate is

the big ipocricy of the Western World,

its system of mass media and finally

also its system of “pre-setted” Internet

websites and social networks, to be

interested in some news, to cover the

event, only when the fact is really

new. After few days, the interest flow

down, the news website and social

networks stop speaking about that

item. How, in your opionion, the

Internet or some peer to peer

technologies, or open source codes

and free software could really used to

help in such politcal repressive

situations and how web platforms or

social the social networks, could

be used outside the mass media

market, to be really an help for

your brother in Iran, for instance

Sina & Payman: I completely agree

with you. These events have shown

the world the inherent flaws of

traditional mass media systems, and it

has been depressing for Iranians to

see news of Michael Jackson to

dominate the front page now whereas

we really felt like the world was

behind us. That said, there is a place

for mass media; it can serve as a large

“seed” to spur word-of-mouth. Indeed
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it was word-of-mouth that inspired

mass media to cover the protests in

Iran. This the more people talk about

Iran (or other repressive situations)

the higher the chance that mass

media covers it. After all, we must

understand that mass media is a

business, and so we can effectively

leverage it by motivating genuine

interest among people via social

networks, blogs, etc. It’s also worth

noting that the Internet and the

cross-cultural communication it

supports gives us hope and more

importantly has the power to make

fundamental changes in the world.

.

Marco Mancuso: Ok, here I don’t want

to make you any questions more.

I really would love that you want to

use this space of this answer to say

what you want, to leave also a

message to the people that will read

this interview….

Sina & Payman: I just want to thank all

the people who have written us to

express solidarity with Iranians and

who have asked how they can help.

Italians have been especially active in

offering us assistance. Moving

forward please think of your own

creative ways to help educate the

world about what is going on Iran and

to express support directly to the

people in Iran. The more creative the

greater the chance that it “goes viral”,

but even if it doesn’t just educating

one person and inspiring them to

action would be worth the

effort. After all, what happens in Iran

affects the entire Middle East and

what happens in this region affects

the entire world order. The Iranian

Revolution in 1979 sparked dozens of

Islamist movements. Imagine if this

same Iranian regime was motivated to

become more open and free because

of people’s efforts all over the world,

imagine what the effect would be on

other repressive regimes…

http://www.spreadpersepolis.com/
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Vlogging, Networked Cinematic Poetics
Mark Hancock

Hegemonic systems of mainstream

culture depict the World Wide Web as

host to a number of large, central (but

none-the-less global) sites controlled

by a few corporate bodies. The names

are ubiquitous for anyone trying to

explore the modern media world:

Facebook, Vimeo, Twitter, YouTube,

and others that have either fallen by

the wayside or are just bobbing below

the surface of our awareness. These

platforms all have their place of

course, and most of us are making use

of them.

But there are a multitude of web

presences out there that aren’t global

brands, that work against the idea of a

global brand and seek to create their

own space in which to create work.

This is when digital art is at its best,

when it carves out its own territories

and zones of discussion. The Internet

works like that, it has its standard

modes of deployment of everyday

media and every now and then,

reconfigures them into something

different and more interesting. It tries

to create something that might

actually be more than just the old

media forms repackaged for the

Internet.

Video feels as though it is one of the

more important developments of the

technology that makes up the

Internet. The codecs and tags that

allow video to be embedded into

pages and comments to be posted on

sites such as Vimeo and YouTube are

by now well enough established that

we take them for granted. The

pixellated quality of the images, is

something we tolerate for now,

because, as bandwidth increases, we

look forward to the High Definition

quality currently spreading across our

TV screens. Where TV went first, the

Internet will follow. But surely, to

follow this paradigm along its’ path,

we would be depriving ourselves of

some of the more open-ended

possibilities of the web. The World

Wide Web gives us hypertext writing

that we can click through and follow

to explore and research along a
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pathway and develop an idea. We

don’t even think about using

hypertext now, it is just there
(although there are arguments that it

hasn’t been fully realised in the

current version of the web).

So, shouldn’t we expect other web-

based media to have this interactive

capacity? Why have we settled for a

neutered and simplified videography?

.

The cinematic and the hypertextual

nature of web-based video are at the

heart of at least two contemporary

video bloggers producing interesting

works: Adrian Miles, and Will Leurs (

the first is the author of Vlog

Manifesto of 2003

(

http://hypertext.rmit.edu.au/vog/ma

nifesto/, while the second is the

author of one of the first examples of

Net Cinema), who have developed a

creative practise of interactive, and

very cinematic works that capture and

explore the everyday moments of life.

These video pieces, are often collaged

together with a number of screens,

combined to form an interactive ‘wall’

of images. Different actions are

provoked by clicking into the separate

images. Instead of the videos being

preloaded into the piece, they are

called from the server, as needed. But

there is no clever Flash programming

in these works, they are

straightforward QuickTime movies

that have been created using

proprietary software packages. This is

an important distinction, because it

means the movies have none of the

Flash aesthetic normally found when

using that particular software. They

are more true to the nature of digital

video, where most of it is output from

editing software as QuickTime.

In a Vlog entry from December 2005,

Adrian Miles has made a video of a

thunderstorm from his back garden

that is a perfect example of the

quotidian nature of these works.

Made of two panes, a large upper one

and then a low, wide one below it.

While the large image is a pan across

the garden and the lower one is an

iteration of four versions of a slightly

different scene. Across the whole

image, three pieces of text allow the

viewer to hover over them and make

the text clearer. The grainy, old-style

film noise is a QuickTime effect that

changes with every viewing.

This is no heavy-handed interactive
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piece, but perfectly represents that

idea that the viewer can caress, rather

than ‘jab’ at the work to make an

effect occur. In the associated text for

the entry, Miles says, “I think vogs

should aspire too the condition of

water.” This desire for a fluid and

ever-changing effect of video might

be considered to be at the heart of his

creative practise and that of many

people working with interactive

works. A desire to see things

constantly changing, even as they are

watched and a seeking of a never-

ending, infinite rhizome of loops.

.

While there are plenty of people

posting videos to their blogs, many of

these are hosted on YouTube and

then recast into their blog posts

through the embed code from that

site. One of the important and

differentiating factors about these

two vloggers, is that they host the

video on their own server space. A

move that allows them to sidestep

away from the branding of

mainstream video-hosting sites and

gives complete autonomy over how

the videos are ‘read’ by the viewers. It

seems such a small thing to do, host

your own content: After all, so many

people are doing it, that there is

nothing unusual about it. Except that

this decision, coupled with the

interactive nature of the work,

positions it in opposition to the TV-

induced desires of those that seek

fame and fortune through a YouTube

video posting of them acting ‘wacky’

or doing something crazy for

attention.

Anyone coming to these pieces,

expecting a grand technical

engagement will be disappointed.

They work precisely because the

interactivity is a reflection of the

subject matter of the work. Leurs

often captures nature at rest, the slow

movements of a tree bough, blowing

in a breeze. This almost Zen

Buddhist-like calm, not a forceful

demand on the senses, but a flowing

of the motion of breeze, to the tree, is

also in the way the viewer is invited to

work with the video, a click and a

selection of an image and activation

of a different frame of video. There’s a

subtle, nuanced control exerted over

the work that doesn’t jolt the viewer

from enjoying it.

It is difficult to select individual pieces

from either of these two practitioners.

Some pieces are re-workings of older
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projects that displays an old-style

artists’ perseverance to draw out the

essence of an experienced moment. It

is worth sticking with the re-worked

pieces though, because what matters

is how they build up over time. Re-

engaging with the different videos

builds up a sense of how they work.

Regular motifs appear throughout;

both artists sharing similar

appreciations of the elements, with

water, air and the earth regularly

appearing.

Will Leurs’ work Twelve Stations,

contains a collage of images and

video. By just sliding the mouse

pointer over the outer images, the

pictures flicker through a short series

of stills. Clicking on the image loads

that particular video into the central

stage and plays. This footage taken

during an enactment of a passion play

in the Dominican neighbourhood of

New York. Leurs says the inspiration

for the layout comes from Hans

Memlings, Scenes from the Passion of

Christ, a painting from the 15th

Century depicting a architectural

rendering of the city of Jerusalem,

with the cycles of the Passion, taking

place in the different quarters of the

city. This connection with classical

paintings, and Leurs homages to

classic cinema, reflect an auteur-like

sensibility and knowledge of cinema

history that sets his work apart from

much of the work found on Vlogs.
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Despite this looking towards cinema

for inspiration, it isn’t a sign of a

longing for mass-market distribution

and acceptance by the larger film

industry. Instead, it shows an

awareness of the continuum that both

Adrian Miles and Will Leurs exists

within. Contextualising the work in

this way, is a way of asking for the

work to be considered as something

other than YouTube footage.

It seems to have a close affinity to

Net.Art works, in the awareness and

playful engagement with the

constraints and connections that exist

on the Internet, as well the technical

affordances of interactivity. While

YouTube is only just beginning to add

interactive links and commenting

texts to their hosted works, it is the

independent, stand-alone practitioner

that is to be looked to, for

imaginative, creative and original

ways of using the technologies.

http://solublefish.tv/

http://vogmae.net.au/
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Pirates At The Parliament: The Big Dream?!
Marco Mancuso

“In just 24 months we have witnessed

an amazing increase in consensus

toward our ideals across the globe”.

Renowned worldwide for being one

of the most defiant and cheeky online

centres for Peer to Peer and exchange

of audio and video files, fresh from

their success in the European

Elections which took one of their

representatives flying from the

meshes of the Net straight into a

political seat in Brussels, the board of

Pirate Party International, the political

branch of The Pirate Bay project, is

euphoric.

And who could oppose such euphoria!

The party of the pirates presented

itself in Sweden and Germany

obtaining a massive 7,1 % in the

Scandinavian country that collocates

it between those parties with the

most consensus in

the under 30 range. Only 0,9% in

Germany, a good result nonetheless,

in order to obtain a greater audience

worldwide and the access to election

funds, which represents, according to

the pirates, the launch pad in order

to do better in the future. “We wrote a

page in political history” is the cry that

was repeated during the past few

weeks and the coverage and interest

of the media all over the world

confirms this.

The pirate who will sit in the European

Parliament is Christian Engström, born

in 1960, a programmer and political

activist who deals with campaigns for

the creation of a free market for the

distribution of information technology

alongside the Foundation For a Free

Information Infrastructure. Even if,

one of the first aspects that some

journalists and analysts have shed

some light on, is that Christian

Engström of the Pirate Party, as well

as some of his colleagues such as Rick

Falkvinge, Gottfrid Svartholm Warg,

Peter Bunde and Carl Lundström, are

more or less openly associated with a

centre-rightwing political view, with

ideas that are in some way connected

to a neo-liberal type of economy and

politics.
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Now, without seeming excessively

naive or hypocritical, it seems clear

that most of us imagined the universe

of pirates to be a nihilistic stronghold

of the Net, heroes of some

fundamental rights for hacker

communities (to say

the least) like peer to peer, for the free

exchange of files and ideas. The

surprise of being faced with a real

creature with three heads was

overwhelming, framed by the great

election victory and the typical

political

rhetoric of the Pirate Party, and the

apolitical facade of the whole Pirate

Party movement in its entirety (that

has declared more than once of being

in harmony with a possible “third

option” that goes beyond the

traditional

division between left and right) and

last of all social and economical

analysis carried out by Piratebyran

represented by Magnus Eriksson, who

is interviewed below and was invited

to the most recent Hackmeeting in

Milan.

And most of all, the indignation of the

Net toward what happened few days

ago was enormous: The Pirate Bay

website was sold for almost 8 million

dollars to a software house in

Sweden, Gaming Factory X, who

promises to launch a new model of

business that can compensate the

loss of content providers and

copyright owners, and gratify those

same owners of that collective

platform based on the exchange of

content that up until the day

before yesterday had approximately

14 million accesses per day! Owners

who will see a part of the money

directly in cash (with which they can

cover the fine from their prosecution,

which is “just” 4 million dollars, and

avoid going to jail for a year) and the

rest will go towards shares in GFF.

Good gosh! On the one side the

owners of the Bay, are desperately

reassuring their users that the money

earned will be used for a foundation

that will help projects based on the

free distribution of information and

the opening

of knots on the Net, on the other the

activists who throw their arrows at

the address of their ex- paladins. The

experience of the bay of pirates, in the

past few months, seemed to be a

wonderful fairy tale: the success of

the

portal as a neutral location, very much
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renowned for the free exchange of

files, the legal battle fought in the

name of peer to peer (and other

slogans of the beginning of the

millennium such as “we didn’t make

any money and rejected

entertainment industry accusations it

makes a large profit”) against

multinational music and film

companies as well as a judge who was

a member of the administration of

one of these companies, the daily

monitoring

in front of the Stockholm Court in a

mobile media centre, to the

unexpected success of the most

recent European elections. Little did it

matter if, digging deeper into the

meshes of the Net, one could discover

the legal controversy announced by

Pirate Bay itself on the use of the logo

of the Bay by two young researchers,

Anders Rydell and Sam Sundberg, in

their book written on the experience

of the pirate movement in Sweden.

.

What are the objectives (or for some,

the targets) of The Pirate Bay project?

It’s difficult to say at this point, really

difficult. It’s easy to drift toward the

wrong direction, after the enthusiasm

following the post-election period.

As Engström says, “if politicians intend

to impede the sharing of files

between normal citizens, the only

solution is to expand the

government’s capacity for controlling

society”. For this reason in official

statements they say they want to act

incisively on the norms that regulate

copyright and privacy. And to do so

effectively they want to be in

Brussels, where legislation itself is

produced and then cascades onto the

members of the European Union. The

Pirate Party will definitely have access

to important funds for a structure that

up until yesterday (perhaps) was

based on mere donations and

volunteer work (as well as funds, the

pirate forces include new recruits and

different national pirate subjects who

count 32 groups dispersed across

Europe and the world, including Ung

Pirate, the young association of

Swedish pirates, with more than

20,000 subscribers it is the most

common young political movement in

Scandinavia); at the moment, the

history of Pirate Bay reminds us of

Napster and Kazaa, whose parabolas

only made those great enemies of

online piracy happy, that is to say,

those monopolist Scrooges of the

infotainment industry.
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The story has already been told,

perhaps, but has the connotations of

an illusion and for this reason it is

creating more buzz on the Net: a story

that in our opinion could definitely be

an important chapter in the history of

the evolution of the Net toward a

homologous location under the

dictatorship of elite businesses, as

well as the neo-liberal economical

mould that satisfies the requests of

great content providers, connection

operators, and passive users. But

maybe not, maybe behind this there is

a plan that no one can see yet, maybe

we’re wrong once again….

The interview with Magnus Eriksson

(unfortunately done during his

intervention at the Peer to Peer

Economies conference held on the

18th of June in the Political Science

Faculty in Milan during the

Hackmeeting 2009

program, and so just hours before the

statement of acquisition of Pirate Bay

by GFF) clears just some of the

aspects that have been analysed

above but it is definitely food for

thought for a broader view of the

confusing

situation: we do not want to express

any kind of opinion, we will let you

read the text that we think underlines

the important distinctions of thought

regarding the political movements of

hackers in Italy. We thank Magnus for

his time and for having answered on

such short notice.
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Marco Mancuso: Magnus, would you

like to tell us more about the 3 three

main branches of

the Pirate universe: the parliamentary

fraction The Pirate Party (PP), the

organic intellectuals of the Piratbyrån

(PB), and the entreprenueral platform,

The Pirate Bay (TPB). Is it an organic

project, I mean it was born with a

political idea behind, or it grown up

from activits anti-cultural ad anarchist

movement, step by step, enlarging

objectives and programs? Which is

your role inside Piratebyran?

Magnus Eriksson: First of all; if these

are the three stars in our universe

there are also plenty of bloggers or

people in other groups, institutions

and parties making up a system of

planets and comets. Also, it’s not

these

components forming a coherent

whole, rather their dynamics make for

a lively debate with symbiosis,

mutation and productive

disagreements. To understand this

constellation you have to look at the

history. This is not something

that has grown out of activist

movements except from parts of

Piratbyrån which in the early days of

2003 functioned as an exit-node for

people who was tired of the

autonomous movements.

Pirate Bay was founded by us in 2004

since other parts of Piratbyrån was

deepely involved in hacker scenes

since the early 90′s. So combine

former activists looking for something

fresher, hackers, philosophers and a

general sense of making thing look

really nice while having a party – you

have the recepe of Piratbyrån and

Pirate Bay. I think this is a difference

with Italy. Had we formed there we

would probably be more connected

to social movements, for good or

worse. The Pirate Party was formed

by completely different people and

has a different outlook. If the former is

cryptonite radiating in all directions,

the pirate party has a precision laser

aimed at the formal political process.

They have a narrow program focused

on civil liberties and personal integrity

more than anything else, but I

consider them very necessary at the

moment and are very glad of their

success.

Our roles are basically determined

depending on skills and energy.

Myself have a lot of time on my hands

so I get my hands dirty in most
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projects we do. I do give lots of

presentations, talk to media and

involve myself in strategic discussion,

but also work with the art projects, try

to organize the fuckin bus and design

websites.

.

Marco Mancuso: You had a great

victory at last Swedish Europan

elections. I would like to know what

do you want to do from now on. You

have a great responsability not only in

front of Swedish people

who woted for you, but also for all the

people on the Internet. “With this

victory, the intellectual property

question has decisevly moved in to

the charmed circle of liberal,

parliamentary deliberation”…

Magnus Eriksson: I’m not a member of

the party, but I’m still involved in the

swarm taking part in forming the

discussions about their agenda, just to

clarify. Actually, at first, issues of

intellectual property will have to take

a step back. The Pirate Party will first

and foremost deal with issues around

net neutrality, internet censorship and

blocking. These are the most urgent

issues at the moment. Secondly they

will focus on issues around civil

liberties and prvacy, such as trying to

prevent surveillence and data

retention programs.

A lot to be done here as well. Only in

third hand will intellectual property

come and here a quite different

method needed. The first two are

already on the agenda with issues to

involve one self in. There are already

proposals to try to fight and the

arguments are quite clear. When it

comes to intellectual property,

copyright or patents, the pirate party

will have to do more to raise the

issues themselves, forming publics,

discourses and possibly write their

own proposals. This would really take

an effort by movements all over

Europe, trying to get the issues it will

be about on the agenda. But generally

I think the Pirate Party needs a

European wide support and pressure

from within other countries if they are

to have some influence. In the EU, you

can’t just sit still and vote, but have to

be active with suggesting changes.

Politics is complicated of course and

there will be compromises where no

one wins in the end, so we will have to

see how the performance will be

evaluated.

No matter the political success

though, the pirate party can function
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as a material resource that brings

good information out from the EU

that people all over Europe can use to

raise issues and put pressure on their

politicians. This is perhaps the biggest

benefit. Before this, people did this on

their spare time with no money.

.

Marco Mancuso: Try to explaing me

the reasons behind your success at

European elections. Two big events

that happened in the last times in

Sweden were the law proposing to

extend military surveillance from radio

to Internet trafic and the recent

verdict against the founders of the

Pirate Bay. Do you thing that these

two episodes were in some way

connected to what happened during

elections?

Magnus Eriksson: These were

definitely the reasons. Without

external developments like these,

pirate party wouldn’t have a chance.

That’s because they bring new

political issues to the table. Things

that never was talked about in the

public debate before. They don’t bring

new answers to traditional political

issues, but open up new spaces. So

they were dependend on the public

debate around file-sharing that was

already quite big, dependend of the

fame and sentence of the pirate bay

and also about the FRA law that you

mention where the old military radio

surveillence departmend is going to

be allowed to monitor traffic in

internet cables

Marco Mancuso: Concerning both the

Pirate Party, the Piratebyran and also

the Pirate Bay, some anaylists and

European journalists noticed that the

political background of some of their

former founders “was more shifted on

the centre-right wing, conservative, or

in some way connected to liberal

economy and polytics”. Rick Falkvinge

and Christian Engström, Gottfrid

Svartholm Warg, Peter Bunde, Carl

Lundström are all examples of what

some analysts are talink about. At the

same time, all the Pirate Bay

movement, declared itself basically

apolitical, close to a possibile “third-

way” that goes beyond the classical

division left-right (close to other

political unclissified movements like

the green one, the black one or the

pink one according to Alex Foti and

his book presented at Hackmeeting

200 in Milan, edited by Agenzia X

“Anarchy in the Eu” –

http://www.agenziax.it/?pid=29&sid=

30). How can you manage this double
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political attitude (like the controversial

about the use of your logo on the

book about the Swedish pirate

movement) and how can you face the

impression of a left-wing or anarchist

movement that you have had, I’m sure

you know this, in Europe in the last

years?

Magnus Eriksson: Just a detail, the

controversy about the logo on the

book was never about copyright but

how they presented it as the official

biography of the pirate bay. Even the

authors themselves thought this was

a bad idea but the publisher I guess

wanted attention. Anyway, I noticed

that Pirate Party is seen as left-wing

or anarchist even in some places. This

is simply not true. They have a narrow

program about reforming copyright

and

patent, stop surveillence and keep the

net open. Not small things of course,

but that’s it, call it what you want. If

anyone want to connect this to other

kinds of politics, it can be done, but

you have to connect to them with an

external relation. “Pirate Party does

this in the EU, to us this is very

connected to this other issue”.

Maybe this sounds strange for

someone coming from the very

polarized italian political environment,

but here it works very well to do it in

this project or issue driven, pragmatic

way. To collaborate with people on

some projects where on other

projects it would be impossible

because you would totally disagree. I

mean even the guys running the

Pirate Bay don’t agree on shit except

that they want to run a bittorrent

tracker.

.

I’m not too keen on cathegorizing the

complex movements of politics but in

a way it is beyond left and right. Not

because it’s some kind of neutral

politics of the middle but the range of

supporters and antagonists are all

over the political spectrum and a

failure of handling these issues within

the traditional political actors.

Dominant parties on both left and

right are working for more

surveillence. The issue of copyright is

both defended and attacked from

both sides. We enjoy this confusion at

the moment because it opens up new

political spaces and thinking,

something which is desperately

needed.

So maybe it’s not apolitical, but

omnipolitical. And maybe you have to
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understand the Swedish political

landscape to get this. Both the social

democrats and the autonomous left in

Sweden seem to lack political energy

and all the intreresting things I think

are happening in Sweden comes from

places hard to define at the moment.

Marco Mancuso: Speaking again

about a neo-liberal kind of economy

and politics: how, in your opinion,

your attention to peer to peer items

will be used by the Pirate Party to

promote a new possible business

model of “free content & free labour”?

How much, in your idea, the Pirate

Bay could eventually become a

profit-making venture and how could

change the future of small

indipendent grassroots economical

acvitities?

Magnus Eriksson: If you’re talking

about the Pirate Party, even the

critique against the sentence of the

pirate bay was mostly presented as a

critique of how lobbyist could

influence the political and legal

system. Other than that it

was mostly about internet

surveillence and things like that. It

seems very unlikely that PP would

engage in generating new business

models as a part of their formal

political work, although they will

surely use these ideas in their

rethorics to counter the arguments

made by lobbyists. I don’t think

business models in general will be

generated by any central organisation.

These things happen on the edges of

networks, close to the flows of

desires. This is the big fault in the

argument of the copyright industry

who is always asking for peace of

mind from piracy so they can finally

sit down within their industry and

formulate the business models of the

future. But

innovation doesn’t happen in this sea

of tranquility but in the chaotic

everyday life world.This does not

mean that such ideas can spawn from

the edges of the PP. They have a lot of

enthusiastic members who will

probably

be bored with formal political work

and engage in more free flowing

activities.

.

Marco Mancuso: How was your

experience at Hackmeeting in Milan?

At the light of my previous emails,

how was your experience, emotions,

feedbacks in front of such a mainly

apolitical or anarchist audience,
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idealistic and optimistic in front of the

potentiality of free code, free

software, open source economies,

free circulations of intellectual

properties, which invited you as a

concrete example of possibile success

and a real hope for a better future. Do

you feel a sort of responsability in

front of them and, more in general, in

front of European movements like

Hackmeeting?

Magnus Eriksson: Wow, I do NOW

after you put it like that. No seriously,

I don’t feel a responsibility “in front of”

them as you put it. I think it is the

wrong way to put it that we are

representing or are holding a power in

our hands to use as a benefit for

others. Our philosophy is the kopimi

philosophy which is about spreading

ideas and practicies as an epidemic.

Even for the pirate party, they don’t

have any influence at all except in

what extent they can contaminate

other political actors to also work for

these ideas. And also with politicians

from other countries feeling the

pressure from movements in their

countries. That’s why we have to be

promiscous and contaminate

everyone else. Not because they have

the power and we are powerless, but

because our ideas and precticies have

all the power and if they don’t get on

the train, they will be left without

momentum. There is no centre of

power that you can enter and from

there change the world. Instead, you

have to connect to everything and be

everywhere. Transforming all other

entities, institutions and areas of

society. So the EU is a place where

many places transverse. You have to

change it from a seat, form another

country, from a company, from their

email inbox, phone line and fax

maxhines. Within a sentence, a

proposal, a TV-station, an irc-channel

or a hackmeeting. In, out, up, down,

left and right. So everything that gets

sucked into the EU magnet and later

poured out carries your signature.
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A New Center For Art and Technologies
Davide Anni

A new Center for Arts and

Technologies was born in Brescia,

with the payoff of “have an idea and

put it into practice”, to identify the

personality of the place itself and of

the members of it.

In comparison to other international

centres, like the digital media lab of

Ljubljana, Rhizome, Eyebeam,

NYResistor, Medialab Prado, or to

more virtual organizations like

Thing.net, Nettime, Spectre, Runme,

and in Italy I might add Tinker and

Digicult, the Center shares the

exigency to bring out the possible

relations between artists and tech

experts, acting as a bridge between

the fundamental aspects of the

contemporary culture.

Do not mistake the idea of technology

with that of an exclusively digital

entity, all the contrary! Technology

has to be multidisciplinary, linked to

creative processes, intellect and

collective relations ability. We could

make a savagely compare the

contextualization of technological

object with the presence of a urinal

inside a modern arts museum.

No profit Ualuba.org takes care of all

this; following the first festival named

“Medievalmedia” (its encounters took

place at the LABA – free academy of

fine arts in Brescia in September

2008), the organization felt the need

to physically establish themselves in a

“non-place”, in order to reaffirm the

potential of physical aggregation

between people, as opposed to the

radical isolation caused by the

Internet in the last years. These days a

fertile context on national territory is

born, for research and

experimentation, committed to and

celebrating collaboration and sharing

while opening up to a direct

relationship to all living beings.
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This observatory on the elements of

contemporary culture, could be

defined as an activity of promotion

and preservation of juvenile

phenomenon, of ideas and projects

that uses the mass media, new media

and new technology language, in an

innovative and unusual manner.

However, the Center for Arts and

Technologies in Brescia also wants to

be a place where works can be

displayed: the “Do it yourself” culture

underlying the project, generates a

magmatic encounter, since it

establishes that the game is not only

played with mediums and

instruments, but also and especially

with messages.

In this context, the thematic

laboratory activities in the field of

information communication

technology are a good omen, and

during the summer they will be used

to plan the future website of the

project and its content, as well as the

organization of the second edition of

the above mentioned festival

(temporarily named “There are some

questions that can’t be answered by

Google”).

Moreover, there are very interesting

proposals of migration to free and

open source software in the primary

schools of the area, and this –

probably due to next year’s cuts to the

schools budgets – has met with great

interest, actually favouring digital

democratization. Finally, the Center

for Arts and Technologies joined the

Dorkbotbsa project, and made

available space and mediums to it.

The steady collaboration between no-

profit organization Ualuba.org and

LABA – free academy of fine arts in

Brescia – brought to the inauguration

on the past 27th of June of a

collective exposition called “Missing”,

which gathers 59 first year students in

Graphic Design, Multimedia and

Photography, who exhibit graphical

and photographic elaborations. Each

creative artist, through a shared

process, has built on himself invented

images and stories, in order to

destabilize the public; the promotion

for the event has been based on an

urban media hijacking and a collective

digital communication, by using the

pseudonym Kaley Thompson – an

English tourist disappeared on the

Lake of Garda.
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This idea was born from the

theoretical and practical path

followed during the year, by studying

many mass-media phenomenon,

beginning with Orson Wells, going

through the counterfeit Modigliani

paintings until today, all this together

with elaborated fakes actually

revealing how post-production media

carry highly filtered contents.

I’d like to conclude by inviting the

readers not to settle for the website

of the project, which is undergoing

heavy updates and is now

represented by a laboratory project

called “Mashable Source News MSN”,

a simple and effective method to

exchange quick news, in a dynamic

manner and through the classic

formula of the social network; I

suggest to pass by Brescia for a visit,

or to subscribe to the no-profit

mailing list.

https://lists.circolab.net/mailman/list

info/ualuba.org

https://lists.circolab.net/mailman/list

info/ualuba.org-news

http://www.ualuba.org

http://www.dorkbot.org/dorkbotbsa
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Hackmeeting 2009: Meeting With The Debian
Community

Loretta Borrelli

On the official website of the Debian

project can be read: “The Debian

Project is an association of individuals

who have made common cause to

create a free operating system. This

operating system that we have

created is called Debian GNU/Linux,

or simply Debian for short. An

operating system is the set of basic

programs and utilities that make your

computer run.”

Therefore, Debian is mainly a

community (born in 1993) which links

thousands of software developers

around the world, united by devotion

for free software. In other words,

Debian is an open source system

which is based on the voluntary

participation of millions of active

users who enter step by step in the

community, characterized by rules

and voting systems to deliberate on

decisions to allow the optimal

development of the platform.

This community during the years has

decided to define the terms of this

dedication in an actual social contract,

the Debian Social Contract, so the

user who accepts it has to essentially

use in his Debian system only

freeware software: Debian obviously

allows the use of non-free software,

but in this case the user will not

receive the support of the Debian

community anymore.

The operating instruments used to

guarantee efficiency and continuity in

the development are various: first of

all, Debian supports 12 different

hardware systems, and is therefore

portable on several platforms (PCs,

cell phones, hand-held devices…),

furthermore Debian supports about

23.000 software components and

programs of various kinds. Essentially,

Debian is a stable system: sometimes

there is a single maintainer who

verifies the quality of a specific

bundle, but other times there is an

actual work team that verifies the

quality insurance of the finished
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product.

There are several GNU/Linux

distributions based on the Debian

archive (Ubuntu is the most renown),

and some of them have the possibility

to enrich some software component,

always respecting the so-called

Debian Software Guidelines: these

have later become the starting point

of the open source community, and

first they state that a software, in

order to be used in Debian, has to be

redistributable, second that a

software must have an open source

code, and then that integrity of the

author’s source code must be

respected, that there mustn’t be any

discrimination against any person or

group, no discrimination against fields

of endeavour, and finally that the

license has to be specific to a

particular software and not

extendable.

.

A model surely interesting to analyze

and investigate. A project which led to

an operating system which is

unparalleled for its vast software

archive and the hardware

configurations supported, and which

guarantees installation of exclusively

free software. In this interview we

deepen the important aspects of the

project with Stefano Zacchiroli,

Debian developer and researcher st

the Paris 7 University, who was a

guest at one of the most interesting

meetings of the warm up to

Hackmeeting 2009, called Peer to

peer economies, held at the University

of Political Science in Milan this past

June 18, and presented by Adam

Arvidsson, professor of Sociology of

Globalization, with the participation of

Magnus Erikson of the Pirat Bureau

and Davide Biolghini of DES – Distretti

di Economia solidale (fair trade

economy districts)

Loretta Borrelli: The Debian

community was born in 1993 with the

purpose to write an operating system

completely made of free software. 16

years later, what is the balance of this

experience? How did the evolution of

free software and the passage from a

community of a few hackers to

thousands of worldwide developers

influence the project?

 Stefano Zacchiroli: The balance of the

Debian project is surely positive. It is

positive in respect of the products

released (that is the many releases of

the Debian operating system

GNU/Linux). It is positive on a
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communitarian point of view which,

as you observe, has led to a

community made exclusively of

developers, a thousand people

scattered around the world, and of

millions of users and contributors.

Even more, it is positive in respect of

the free software ecosystem. Debian

in fact offers the biggest archive of

bundled software and of hardware

configurations supported. This archive

allowed hundreds of distributions

GNU/Linux to base their products on

the Debian archive, actually benefiting

of the work made by Debian in the

past 16 years. The most recent and

well known example is undoubtedly

Ubuntu, but at the same time, we are

proud of the locally derived

distributions, for example gnuLinEx,

which offer free software to citizens

of specific nations in their mother

tongue. Basing their work on Debian,

allows all the derived distributions to

concentrate on specific necessities,

and to rely on the Debian legacy for

more general aspects. Ideally,

everyone wins: the number of

Debian’s users grows, and many

developers (which wouldn’t have

been involved otherwise) can send in

“patches”. The growing number of

developers contributed to the

changes to the dynamics of the

project, which most likely (I have been

a developer since 2001, not very far

from 1993) were different in the

beginning. Particularly, Debian needs

to acknowledge nowadays that the

workforce involved in the project

comes and goes, as it is normal in a

“big volunteers’ company”. So in time

we introduced mechanisms of Quality

Assurance, so we can realize if some

developers walk away even if they

didn’t explicitly signalled it, and

consequently realize when some

bundles don’t receive the attentions

they deserve.

Loretta Borrelli: The Debian

community is so dedicated to free

software they thought it could be

useful to formalize this dedication into

a document. That’s why the Social

Contract was written. Like all social

contracts, it includes ethical

prescriptions about the behaviours to

be kept inside and outside the

community. What’s really impressive

is that the contract is defined by you

as a declaration of devotion to free

software. Do you think these two

aspects are compatible, like shades of

the same concept?

Stefano Zacchiroli: The two aspects

are totally compatible, they can

actually be interpreted as a single

concept: Debian’s social contract

represents dedication to the free

software philosophy. Free software —

beyond the difficulty of defining it

more or less accurately — is what we

distribute (nothing else), together

with the users, it is our priority; free

software is what we contribute to, by
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“giving back” our improvements; lastly

(and maybe this is the only point that

can be seen as “internal behaviour

rule”) free software is what we

internalize in our way of working by

not hiding our problems. Actually,

after many years, we realized that the

contract missed some behavioural

rule for the community, but this

doesn’t come as a surprise: the social

contract is a “contract” between the

project and its community. Rules

internal to the project which are not

about the community require other

tools to delineate

.

Loretta Borrelli: In the last few years,

there has been an increase of the use

of free software in the market. Could

we consider this particular interest as

a natural predisposition of the market

to adopt ideas, or is it only a

certificate that the development

model is valid?

Stefano Zacchiroli: I’d like to be able

to answer that it is the validation of a

development model by the market,

but I think we are still far from this

point. I think diffusion is, at the

moment, nothing more than a

qualitative validation of the free

software, like Apache (to name an

emblematic case) which showed to be

better than their proprietary

alternative. There are many more

advantages to the free software for

the “purchaser”, like a smaller TCO

(Total Cost of Ownership), smaller risk

of lock-in by the providers, and

potentially a higher availability of

service providers on a specific

software. Unfortunately, there isn’t

yet a sense of awareness of these

advantages, and very often free

software arrives in businesses and

offices just because “it’s free”. I’m sure

awareness of the other advantages

will grow in time, as I’m sure that

there will be more “actors” on the

market who will be able to take

advantage of the peculiarities of free

software.

Loretta Borrelli: In the panorama of

the worldwide economical crisis, do

you think that experiences like that of

Debian can be an example also for

contexts different from the free

software?

Stefano Zacchiroli: There are

characteristics of free software which

are hardly replicable in a context far

from informatics. For example,

distribution on a global scale is

difficult for contests where the final
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results are material products, while it

perfectly adapts to development of

non-material products like software.

For sure, the Debian project teaches

us that resources, scarce in times of

crisis, are not everything: Debian

started as the dream of few people,

but thanks exclusively to the will of

many it became what it is today. In

the specific IT market (Information

technology), systems like Debian give

the users to invent businesses which

are more attractive during the crisis.

For example, the migration to free

operating systems is much more

interesting today – when the weight

of proprietary software on little

businesses’ balance is significant –

than what it was a year ago.

Loretta Borrelli: The Debian

community seems to have a perfect

structure. There is a leader that

changes periodically through vote.

There are debates where various

topics are faced and solved. Still, the

majority of development happens

among people who may not even

have met each other. An actual

society, only scattered around the

world. How do you mediate the

interests of democracy with the

efficiency of development?

Stefano Zacchiroli: To answer this

question, I must make an

introduction. There are many ways to

get to know people, developers of a

project like Debian can know each

other even without ever meeting each

other: they discuss, joke and

sometimes argue like everybody does,

just they do it using chats or mailing

lists. Furthermore, very often now, the

developers meet in person at

conferences (like DebConf) or work

camps on specific themes, often

sponsored by relevant Debian users,

like public administrations or big

companies (we will never thank them

enough for the support they give us!).

Inside this group of people, who then

know each other, it can happen

anyway to have irreconcilable argues.

Irreconcilable because are enthusiasts

and therefore we have strong

opinions, or maybe because simply

the evolution of the world of software

presents us with new challenges that

we didn’t expect (new licenses, new

code to “free” like the freeware, etc.).

In these cases we resort to

mechanisms of managing the

disagreement as contained in the

constitution, one of them is vote.

There is no irreconcilability therefore,

but we use instruments like the vote

as a last resort, when all other

manners tried to reach a consent have

failed.
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Loretta Borrelli: Debian is based on

Linux and GNU Kernel. The last stable

version is 5.0. What are, in your

sincere opinion, pros and cons of this

operating system?

Stefano Zacchiroli: I don’t think it is

particularly interesting to evaluate the

pros and cons of a specific release

(since we continually release new

ones, coming from all different

distribution), instead it is interesting

to outline the pros and cons of Debian

itself, that is its style. The main pros of

Debian are the vastness of its

software archive (little less than

30.000 installation programs in the

actual release), and of the supported

hardware configurations; this

extension is unparalleled. Together

with this archive, Debian offers

stability in time with long periods of

security support and cycles of

releases of about 18 months. Of

course, it also guarantees (to those

who are interested) that only free

software will be installed, and this

frees users from market choices that a

group of volunteers will never be

forced to do. The reverse side of the

coin of the stability, maybe the main

point against Debian, is the necessity

to wait for 18 months in order to

acquire a “new” software well

integrated into your own installation.

There are mechanisms available to

mitigate the problem, i.e. archives like

backports.org, but clearly they do not

offer the same stability that is the

trademark of Debian. 

 

http://www.debian.org/
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Alessandro De Gloria, From Child’s Play To
Serious Games

Philippa Barr

Dr. Alessandro de Gloria is a professor

of Electrical Engineering and member

of the Elios Group at the University of

Genova. This group is involved with

the design and development of

serious games, which use human

computer interaction technology to

create gaming scenarios for

educational purposes.

The first game created by Elios was

Road Rider, a game for learning road

rules, where the group designed

everything from the story to the 3D

scene to the virtual human dialogue.

The group are now working on Travel
In Europe, a project which involving 15

different partners across Europe to

design a virtual world for the

promotion of European cultural and

artistic heritage. In an online

environment the player will move in

a3D space representing the map of

Europe, visiting cities, facing trials,

improving their score. A Project

Scientific Committee will drive the

project, guaranteeing that 3D

reconstructions, contents and

interaction modalities meet the

educational values of the cultural

stakeholders.

I spoke with Alessandro de Gloria

about this project, the evolution of his

personal interest in serious games as

an educational tool, and about the

politics and ethics of gaming

technology.

.

Philippa Barr: What is the origin of

serious games?

Alessandro de Gloria: Serious games
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were introduced long before the

videogames. Chess is a serious game,

as are other board games. In serious

games as games the ultimate target is

to educate through entertaining. The

educational objectives are hidden by

the playful aspect of the game. In

nature we can observe some sort of

serious game when, for example

young lion learn to catch the pray by

simulating combat among each other.

Serious game can be seen as a

simulation of real situation. Through

simulation we can learn how to face

different situations without suffering

the negative outcomes of decisions.

For example, in a canonical alien

attack we learn to fight the alien

spaceships but during learning, we are

destroyed several times. So we can

learn how to avoid destruction. In

reality it is not possible; once we are

destroyed we cannot do anything

else.

Philippa Barr: I thought serious games

were always used for an industry or

educational purpose? How can Chess

be a ‘serious game’?

Alessandro de Gloria: With chess there

is also an educational goal, you are

teaching people to think and to learn

strategy.

Philippa Barr: What provoked your

interest in serious games?

Alessandro de Gloria: The serious

game encompasses many of the

subdisciplines of computer science

and electronics, and requires

innovative programming and

hardware.

Philippa Barr: How is computer

interaction an effective teaching

method? How can computer

interaction be more powerful than

personal interaction?

Alessandro de Gloria: Computer and

human interaction are two different

forms of interaction. With human

interaction we can understand social

interaction and how to communicate

with other people. With computer

interaction we can learn how to

interact in different situations.

Computers can recreate a complete

scenario, a virtual world where we can

try different actions and observe what

happens. By the casual-effects

relation we understand how to model

our behavior to “survive” in the world

or better how to reach our target.

.
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Philippa Barr: How does the

experience of playing the game and

experimenting with solutions helps

students to learn?

Alessandro de Gloria: Learning has to

be an unconscious process, and also

there should be some sort of reward.

Reward should come as a victory in a

race, or as a social recognized prize

that distinguishes the winner among

the others. The reward is necessary to

push students to play the game.

Inside the games are all the good-

actions that allow people to win but,

at the same time, direct the student

to “feel” the right principle that he has

to learn

Philippa Barr: How did you become

personally interested in this area?

Alessandro de Gloria: At the

beginning at my academic career I

was involved in microelectronic

design. After 20 years I had designed

many things and I had a lot of

experience with microprocessors. This

was a very interesting field because it

is growing rapidly and you can see the

technology doing something for the

world. I started to work on mobile

phones and now everyone has a

mobile phone. Now I am more

interested in research, but in Italy

there are few places for research into

microelectronics, all the key posts are

in the US. In Italy we have no oil

wealth, but we do have a strong

cultural heritage. More than 50% of

the cultural heritage of the world is in

Italy.

Philippa Barr: Where do you get that

figure?

Alessandro de Gloria: I have heard it a

lot of times….

Philippa Barr: Is your goal to somehow

join the cultural heritage of italy with

this new gaming technology?

Alessandro de Gloria: Yes,. In 2003 we

were commissioned by Comune di

Genova to create a video game

abouth the culture of Genoa in the

16th century. At this time, Genova was

like New York, a very international

city. Alot of people don’t know this.

We made a smart game called Strada

Nova, about the city and exhibited it

in the Palazzo Rosso di Genova, and

we received many positive responses

Philippa Barr: In general, how does

the experience of playing the game

and experimenting with solutions

helps students to learn?

Alessandro de Gloria: People can

experiment with solutions without the

negative outcomes of failure. You can

try different solutions and

experiment, which is usually not

possible in real life. In a game, you can

be die many times while you learn

what to do, in reality you die only

once. In a game you can try what you
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want without negative outcomes.

 

Philippa Barr: So rather than telling

people the rules they experiment and

work them out for themselves?

Alessandro de Gloria: Yes. And in this

case we also built in a social network.

The game is online, so people from all

over the world can connect to the

game and speak with other players.

The game was exhibited in several

secondary schools and we

interviewed the students to get

feedback. It was was very successful.

Philippa Barr: So what are you

working on now?

Alessandro de Gloria: We are working

on a project for the European Union, a

game about tourism called Tourism in

Europe (TID). This is avirtual world

where people can visit different cites

in Europe, including Genova and

London, and explore the environment,

socialise with the people, learn

aboutthe food, the weather, the

lifestyle – this is also a way to let

young people to understand the

culture of the other european young

people. You can find this project

online at http://www.tieproject.eu.

This project is similar to one we did

about the cultural history of Venice

called Vegame which was funded by

Telecom Italia. This was a mobile

game for PDA, where people go

around Venice and get questions

abou the cultural life and heritage of

the city. We made it a race, so there is

a competative element too.

Philippa Barr: What is the relationship

between games and literature or film?

Alessandro de Gloria: With games

there is more physical interaction, you

can explore yourself, because you can

make the game interact with physical

as well as virtual environments. With a

book you are active too but you can

only imagine possibilities, you cannot

verify them.

Philippa Barr: But how can an

algorithm calculate the result of

human experimentation and effort,

when in the real world so much luck is

involved? How to you measture

success and failure in this system?

Alessandro de Gloria: An algorithm

can observe the actions of the players

and in accordance with a previously

defined strateg,y measure the

agreement of these actions with that
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strategy and then give a measure of

the difference between what was

expected and what was observed. It is

always the designer of the game that

decides what is good and what is bad.

Also in real life we take decisions

without thinking that they can be

affected by fate. The algorithm has to

look if you take the right decision or

to test if you have really understood

the right decision. But the right

decision is right because it is the

designer that decides that it is right.

 

Philippa Barr: How do you factor in

luck or acts of God into a game that

stimulates a war situation, for

example?

Alessandro de Gloria: Usually we

decide the next event on the basis of

the current situation, the players

moves, the possible evolutions and

some randomness that simulates all

the factors that cannot be modeled

and can affect the evolution of the

events.

Philippa Barr: What is the role of

ethics in game design? The games can

be built for many purposes, including

military education.

Alessandro de Gloria: Serious games

are a technology that people can

decide how to use. As for many

technologies, it can be used for a

humanitarian purpose or for other

goals. It is up to people to identify the

correct use. Certainly serious games

can help to make people aware that

other, non usual, solutions can be

viable and to be experienced.

Philippa Barr: Do you have any

comment on the relationship between

serious games and military training or

war simultation? What do you think of

the use of serious games to test non

violent resistence strategies?

Alessandro de Gloria: Military training

could be for attack or defense

purpose. Certainly training people to

make a good defense strategies could

be useful. But in principle inside a

game there is no ethics, the ethics is

given by the creator of the game. As I

said before, serious game can be used

for experimenting different strategies

to cope to different situations. The

use of serious game for learning the

use of non violent resistance

strategies could be useful. But a

serious game is very useful if it give an

exact simulation of the situation we

want people learning to cope. You can
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use the game to simulate a situation

because you want to design a

strategy of defence. But then you can

also use a game to instruct people

what to do if there is an earthquake. It

is a matter for the game designer to

have an ethical perspective. A serious

game is a technology, a powerful

technology, but behind it there is

always the man that designs the

game and can use it for his purposes.

http://www.tieproject.eu

http://www.elios.dibe.unige.it/SeaGa

me/

http://elios.dibe.unige.it
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Rip: A Remix Manifesto. A Specter Wanders In
The Net

Alessio Galbiati

Documentaries are often boring,

especially when you consume

something that insistently defines

itself as a “good” thing. I don’t believe

however that RIP: A remix manifesto

(USA/2008) falls into this category,

probably because they share the view

of the bottom.

A by Marx and Engels to define a true

Weltanschauung, the creation of a

common front to share cultural and

political claims. To paraphrase the

famous beginning of of the manifesto

of the communist party, one could say

about the documentary directed by

Brett Gaylor: “There is a spectre

haunting thenetwork.”

Overall, the documentary of Canadian

Gaylor is an instructive overview of

some of the key issues and

opportunities in the culture of the

‘copyleft’, an investigation into the

changing paradigm of cultural

products that

most political and legal institutions

still struggle to assimilate, but which

have become commonplace and vital

tools of expression for millions of

individuals around the globe.

Img: courtesy Brett Gaylor

.

The title is quite explanatory, ‘a remix

manifesto’. This means that

thefilmmaker focuses on the concept

of remix culture, explaining the

restrictions in different legal systems

(U.S. and Canada) and the emergence

of a new

generation of workers.

Gaylor looks at a culture of copyright.

The first words the director speaks
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put in perspective the whole subject:

“This film is about a war, a war of

ideas. The soil of this battlefield is the

Internet ….” He creates drama by

using for the metaphor of war

supported by the frequent use of slow

motion, with the result of more stress

and overload in their statements.

“A specter is haunting Europe – the

specter of Communism…”Substituting

the famous “public domain” to

“communism” and “internet” to

“Europe”, you can see the desire of the

director to build a complex view of

copyright, and how it is canceled and

criminalized by different legal

systems.

Lowrence Lessig says: “The isse of

copyright as it stands is producing a

generation of criminals” and would be

willing to broaden the discussion to

any form of prohibition. second Gaylor

remix of the manifesto:

1st The culture is always based on past

2nd The past influences the future

3rd Our future is becoming less free

4th To build free societies is necessary

to limit the control of the past (ie

extending the free movement of

knowledge).
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The rhetorical device used to

articulate the narrative of the

manifesto is simple and there are

quite interesting results in one

specific specific case (Girl Talk DJ and

producer champion of the practice of

mashup: cutting and sewing of

samples of pre-existing music) to

broaden the discourse by making it

universal (the free movement of

knowledge is an instrument of culture

and culture makes it free).

But we go back a moment. Rewind

the tape, cutt and hit record. RiP: A

remix manifesto is a documentary

made on multiple levels. First is the

material collected over six years by

Brett Gaylor, second is a documentary

of the period of eighty minutes in the

past of the most delicious festivals:

Tribeca, International Doc Festival in

Amsterdam, Club Transmediale, AFI

Dallas , Dokfest of Monaco,

Stockholm, Barcelona and Rome LPM.

It is also a series of visible and

downloadable videos online, a

platform (available from one of the

other projects that boil in the head

of Gaylor: opensourcecinema.org) to

sharevideo material to stimulate

audience participation in the

construction of a new extended

version that will go live in . All this of

course published under Creative

Commons

license.

Girl Talk is a paradigmatic case, a bug

in the system that has materialized in

the body and mind of

a young biomedical engineer in. But

the U.S. Congress has been asked to

make a legal definition of these

actions. This, therefore, is the point

from which Gaylor begins illustrate

the four ideas of the manifesto of the

remix culture, to be respected in

music, film, and then finally by the

more general point of view of culture.

Candidates interviewed are

important, and lead to interesting

discussions and documentaries,

starting with

one of the fathers of contemporary

knowledge sharing: Lowrence Lessig.

There is also media guru Cory

Doctorow, the former Brazilian

Minister of Culture, the music legend

Gilberto Gil, Mark “Negativeland”

Hosler, who pioneered motion image

sampling and was among the first to

challenge the logic of copyright, the

legendary independent cartoonist

Dan O’Neill who in 1971 attacked the
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Disney empire with publication of the

comic series Air Pirates Funnies, and

many others.

Img: courtesy Brett Gaylor

.

RiP belongs to an emerging genre of

contemporary documentary that

today comprises a small body of

excellent work but that is rapidly and

steadily growing. A genre that

troubles the concept of intellectual

property and is hard to relate to by

institutions, a conflict that is denied

by those who hold property rights and

denies the scope of the cultural

revolution that the network has made

available to millions of individuals all

over the world.

Sampling, remix, public domain,

copyleft and cretive commons, these

are the issues. Titles such as Good

Copy Bad Copy – a documentary

about the current state of copyright

and culture by Andreas Johnsen, Ralf

Christensen, Henrik Moltke

(Danimarca/2007) and Steal Steal

directed by the collective 2 have alot

in common with gaylor’s

documentary. The league of the noble

peer (respectively in 2006 and 2007)

give an account of the historic battle

in the course of conduct. All of these

documentaries are freely

downloadable and visible on the

network.

http://www.ripremix.com

http://www3.nfb.ca/webextension/ri

p-a-remix-manifesto

http://www.goodcopybadcopy.net

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=996
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The Ethics Of Gaze: Raymond Depardon and
William Kentridge

Silvia Casini

A photographer and a filmmaker,

Raymond Depardon, author of what

can be described as documentary

fiction, was awarded the Pulitzer

prize. He is the author of several

reportages in countries such as Biafra,

Chad, Venezuela. He is also renowned

because he spent some time in 1976

at the former psychiatric hospital in

San Servolo, Venice. In 1996 he shot a

sort of documentary-fiction on a trip

in Africa that lasted three years and

on the filmmaking profession. William

Kentridge was born in South Africa, an

artist, whose artistic matrix is drawing,

but who ranges from sculptures to

animation and video installation and

constantly interrogates himself on the

social role of art and the responsibility

of the artist.

This brief article does not aim to draw

a comparison between two artists,

whose languages and biographies

differ, despite their common interest

for Africa.

What follows is a critical comparison,

an exploration of two gazes,

Depardon’s and Kentridge’s, not

because they both portray the wide

African continent, but because the

aesthetics of their perception is

similar. My meeting with them –

Kentridge’s exhibition in Venice and

the view of Depardon’s film Afriques:

comment ça va avec la

douleur?Africa: How about pain?

(1996) – occurred within the time span

of a few weeks.

Between the end of November 2008

and the middle of January 2009 the

Theatre La Fenice and the Fondazione

Bevilaqua La Masa in Venice hosted

William Kentridge’s personal

exhibition “(Repeat) From the

Beginning/Da Capo”. The works on

show – drawings, sculptures and

video-installations – were exclusively

created for the event. Then, Depardon

film, whose rich filmography I already

was acquainted with. Among his

works titles such as Ian Pallach (1970),
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Reporters (1980), Dix minutes de

silence pour John Lennon , San

Clemente (1980), Délits Flagrants

(1994) and Un homme sans l’occident

(2002) are worthy of mention.

Img: courtesy Raymond Depardon

.

The horizon, the orange and blue sky,

the camera that, although attached to

the tripod, rotates as if it was at the

centre of this universe to produce a

Ptolemaic vision of the existence, an

awareness of solitude and of the

power that the cameraman is

experiencing. The director seems

capable of a panoptic vision, taking in

the whole universe in his glance. Yet,

in Depardon’s work we find no

rhetoric of the image. From the very

beginning, the voice of the director

explains what the film is not. A dark

screen, Raymond Depardon’s voice-

off drawing a precise map and

providing the viewer with its

spatiotemporal coordinates:

“Good morning I am in Cape of Good

Hope, at the extremity of the African

continent, on my own, with my

camera and my tripod (…) I’m taking

advantage of the light (…) There you

go, that’s were my voyage begins (…)

This is not a journalistic reportage (…)

Neither perception, nor perspective

mistakes (…) I’d rather improvise”

The incipit of Afriques contains the

poetics of Raymond Depardon

aesthetics: improvisation, cinema as

cartography of the gaze, cinema as

experiment with light, as

improvisation, as free as possible from

any prospective and perceptive

model. If on the African stage we

merely find a voice and a dark screen,

Kentridge’s theatre consists of an

improvised orchestra, almost a jam

session, whose elements – the opera

singer, the conductor, the dancer –

elude Kentridge’s control to take turn

and look at a solo on stage.

Improvisation is not chaos, it does not

mean shooting anything one happens

to come across, it does not mean

allowing the still disorderly artistic

matter to take on a shape, any shape.

Quite the contrary: according to

Depardon and Kentridge to improvise

means to trust one’s own instinct and

listen silently, letting the world talk to

us. This applies both for the

characters-marionettes that inhabit

Kentridge’s sculptural universe and for

the landscapes and African faces in

Depardon’s images.
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“Comment ça va avec la douleur?”

(How about sorrow?): as Depardon

reminds us, is the formula used by

French-speaking Africans to greet

each other, like our “how do you do?”

to make sure that everything is all

right. This is, however, the question

that Depardon asks not to a specific

person, but to a personified continent,

Africa. The answer is an exchange of

dignified gazes, with mutual respect,

between the eye of Africa and

Depardon’s.

Img: courtesy Raymond Depardon

.

In the film the aesthetics of the

camera movement is crucial. At the

beginning, for instance, the dark

screen is interrupted by a landscape

with red and orange nuances, which

then turn to metallic blue and grey.

The frame is a long shot, the camera,

mobile on a tripod, films the

landscape with a circular movement,

a slow 360°panoramic shot, where the

beginning becomes the end. This

technique is frequently used

throughout the film, to film the

landscape, the protagonist with other

human beings, and is always

accompanied by Depardon’s voice-

off.

His voice, recorded after the

shootings, narrates, as if he was

writing in his own diary. This voice and

the camera panoramic movement

show a personal, intimate, never

intruding way of shooting. The images

do not represent the visible evidence

of what Depardon says throughout

the film, there are merely a nuance

and a circular movement, often with

no perspective depth. A mechanic

movement, uninterrupted, aseptic,

impersonal and, therefore, well-suited

to accompany the director’s voice.

Some of the frames of the panoramic

shot in Mogadishu, Somalia: the

Indian Ocean, the boats on the water.

Depardon is accompanied by three

bodyguards. The green line that

separates the south from the north of

Mogadishu.

The movement is almost always from

right to the left. The panoramic shots

are breaks that the spectator enjoys

with the director, breaks to meditate

during a journey, musical breaks. One

may talk of brief “trips” within a long

journey that Depardon made in Africa,

not necessarily a linear, progressive

journey, rather a set of several circular

trips. The circular movement of the

camera becomes the metaphor of the
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journey itself, of the traveller: before

his eyes unexpected details start to

inhabit the photographic frame of the

landscape, which is “scanned” by the

mechanic eye: colour nuances

symbolizing the passing of time,

faces. Then, back to the starting point,

ready for a new journey of the gaze.

The same circular movement can be

observed in William Kentridge’s

sculptures, which are designed to be

filmed, rather than to be observed as

three-dimensional objects (e.g.

William Kentridge, Angela Vettese,

Francesca Pasini and Jane Tailor,

William Kentridge. Exhibition

Catalogue, Edizioni Charta, Milano:

2008). When the viewer comes across

the three-dimensional sculptures, he

has to perform a circular movement

around them to see them fully, to

perceive the several viewpoints.

These sculptures, consisting of black

scrap paper held together by metallic

wires and adhesive tape and placed

on a revolving pedestal, appear to be

abstract, deprived of any intelligible

shape. Thanks to the movement of

the platform or of the spectator

around them, this myriad fragments

suddenly become full figures, a whole,

stage elements with recognizable

shapes: the singer, the conductor

(Kentridge making fun of himself).

When filmed, and therefore seen as

video installations, these sculptures

are accompanied by the sound of the

orchestra. The sculptural tri-

dimensional fragments become a

coherent set, a bi-dimensional

surface, whose shape and outline, for

a moment, can be clearly perceived.

Img: courtesy WIlliam Kentridge
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The circular movement that each

sculpture performs to become a full-

blown shape allows us to observe and

understand, to go from chaos to

order, from entropy to organization.

But this gaze, like this movement, is

fragile, it only lasts for a moment, it

ends before one can seize it. In

Depardon’s work the circular and

constant movement of the camera

does not allow for an ultimate frame.

Rather there exists a constant flux of

impressions that can not capture

reality in a perfect frame. The same

applies for Kentridge’s sculptures.

Depardon’s circular movement is

performed by the camera and by the

eye of the spectator, whereas in

Kentridge it is often performed by the

whole body of the viewer. In both

cases, though, there is no steady
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image to be defined through a precise

frame, through a snapshot that

reveals and explains. The image is as

elusive as reality. Depardon’s 360°

panoramic view and the spectator’s

circular movement around the

sculptures show the connection

between things, the proximity of

every thing, in contrast with the

arrogance of the photographic action

(and of the eye itself) that tries to

“frame” things and sensations creating

the illusion of depth and superficiality,

of what takes up the centre stage and

what lies on the background, of a

separation between the things. On

the contrary, the sky’s red and orange

hues in Depardon’s films are not far,

they are rather adjacent to the blue of

the night. Kentridge’s chaotic scrap

paper is adjacent to the order of the

full-blown figures, the orchestra

members.

Let us go back to Depardon: we are in

Angola. The privilege here is

succeeding in growing up and

becoming adult, the director’s voice

narrates. The images show us no

violence, only children trying to drink

the drops of water dripping from a

truck. Sometimes their gazes meet

the camera, but they don’t stop, they

keep on striving for survival. This

scene is everyday life, nothing

exceptional. Depardon is not

interested in the visual representation

of horror, of the extraordinary event.

In Addis Abeba, Depardon says: “the

gaze is the talisman and the medicine”

and again: “the image comes towards

me, it welcomes me warmly, it

embraces me and I go towards it”.

This occurs because there exists the

necessary distance for the movement

of the image to enter into my field of

view, brush against me and draw back

again: the ethics of the gaze, of those

who look and of those who are looked

at, like the multitudes in Rwanda’s

and Burundi’s refugee camps, who

stare back at the director and us. It is

an invitation to adjust our approach

towards Africa, to look at it in a

different way.

What is the necessary distance to

photograph a subject? When does

distance become irremediable

chasm? In an interview Depardon

points out that the camera inevitably

induces to shoot as much as possible

and to decide what to discard at

editing stage. His procedure is the

opposite: he films as least as possible,

sticking to the length of the film. As to

Afriques, he availed of a mere fifteen

minutes for each of the fifteen African

countries that he visited. The poetics

of distance is maybe at loggerheads

with the immediateness and vicinity

enabled by that digital tool –

Depardon, as a photographer, has

often expressed his preference for the

silver nitrate. Maybe the question we

should ask ourselves concerns

distance itself and the possibility for

the digital tool to reconsider this
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concept and transform its aesthetics.

Img: courtesy WIlliam Kentridge
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The same distance is necessary to

contemplate Kentridge’s sculptures.

In conclusion, the secret of

Depardon’s and Kentridge’s gaze is

the ability to keep a distance from the

observed object, rather: their secret

lies in the ability to see without

scrutinizing. Depardon’s camera

moves as if it was an aseptic scanner,

a purely mechanic eye. Repeated,

aseptic is also the mechanism of

reassembly and disintegration in

Kentridge’s sculptures: the movement

that the viewer makes is a precise

journey through which the chaos

becomes order and meaning. Both

gazes go back to the starting point, to

the initial image, but with the

awareness that in-between there has

been a journey, a movement, a

glance.
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Soundclusters: Robotic Electronica
Giulia Baldi

Soundclusters is ‘an ensemble of four

robots (violin, viola, cello and

percussion) created by the

multidisciplinary artist Roland Olbeter,

that you ‘play’ through a midi

controller. Through a commission by

the festival Faster than Sound (UK)

and Sonar (ES), the two ‘sonic

adventurers’ Tim Exile (Warp) and Jon

Hopkins (Domino) have collaborated

with Olbeter (already active in the

past as a set designer for some works

of interactive theater for an important

performance by Marcel Antúnez Roca,

including aphasia from which the

instrumentation of Soundclaster was

created). Together the group have

made a new work for this mechanical

band, creating the conditions for a

unique experience of co-operation

between live music, man and

machine, and for an exciting

spectacle.

This is certainly not the first

experiment in this sense. From

orchestras to futuristic mechanical

music, the latest generation of robotic

goes hand in hand with the most

recent discoveries in artificial

intelligence and generative controls.

Using through the resources of the

centre Ircam in Paris, over the past

few decades there has been an

increasing exchange between robotic

and mechanical elements, and live or

recorded compositional structures

made by people.

Certainly, this type of experiment is

taking place within the world of

electronic music. Some typical

qualities of a concert of electronic

music, or a DJ set, include live

composition, the ability to control

presets, the ability to use software

tools and different tools, artistic and

musical coherence to achieve a set of

solid range and consistency,

preferably not boring, academic or,

worse yet, at the end the same as all

the others.

It is not easy for those who assist live

performance, or for those seeking to

record it, to

completely understand the technical

operation and the compositional
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complexity of these two performers,

as they interact with each other and

with the robotic instruments at their

disposal. After the performance on 18

June at Sonar in Barcelona, we met

the two artists and try to understand

more by putting a few questions to

them…

Img: courtesy by Sonar
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Giulia Baldi: What is the background

to this story?

Tim Exile e Jon Hopkins:The initiative

to bring new compositions to the

public originates in a collaboration

between Faster than Sound and

Sonar, two of the best avant garde

festivals inEurope. We have been

invited to collaborate by the artistic

directors.

Giulia Baldi: You have backgrounds in

classical studies (Hopkins in piano,

Exile in violin) and experience with

electronic and digital instruments. But

this must have been a new

experience. When did you begin

composing for robotics and

mechanics?

Jon Hopkins: I had an entire weekend

to discover these incredible tools and

a few days to settle. Personally I did

not know really what to expect, I just

started playing and listening to the

sounds, operated by a midi controller.

Giulia Baldi: John, your set was an

ambient set for robot, created with

electronic machines … What is

special about composing for these

instruments?

Jon Hopkins: I would say the visual

impact, the opportunity to create

sounds, to see which movements

produce different mechanical

nuances of sound, and to create

according to this kind of stimulation

Giulia Baldi: And for you Tim, your set

was hyper- experimental, punk and

groovy at the same time. How have

you reinvented the composer?

Tim Exile: I started to plan Olbeter’s

instruments in advance. I wantedto

create an interactive set, and I did.

During the set, the computer sent

instructions to the robots, and

continued rearranging the tools

through the computer. You’ll notice

that on stage I had a stand with the

faders, and I used these faders to

change the live composition.
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Giulia Baldi: So your composition is

idealised in the studio before it is

modified live on stage?

Tim Exile: Actually I have not prepared

a composition that I’ve generated in

real time. It’s almost as if the

computer was the composer, and I’m

just a prompter. And my suggestions

are also rather vague: could be a note,

a key … but the results are pretty wild!

Before working on the real

instruments, though, I had created a

digital model

in collaboration with the team

Olbeter.

Giulia Baldi: Do you need skills,

knowledge or special skills to play this

kind of instruments?

Jon Hopkins:I wouldn’t know. In my

case, in terms of composition, I

thought only about how to play,

without asking other questions.

Perhaps due to laziness. I have only

experienced what happened when I

let the sounds guide me in writing.

Laziness can be seen as lack of skill?

Giulia Baldi: I would say yes…if it is

useful to find the shortest way to

reach the goal, why not? Anyway,

think that it is not a coincidence that

the collaboration has been designed

for two musicians who have a classial

training. Even if in your case its

probablya long time since you played

an instrument in this academic

tradition, this wealth of knowledge

probably influences you.

Jon Hopkins:Yes, it is likely on a

subconscious level. I often think that I

do not now make use of what I

learned, but when you have the

exposre to the academic music,

classical or contemporary, (like

Stockhausen, one of the composers

that really interested me), then it

reminds me of what I have studied.

Giulia Baldi: What are your artistic and

personal motivations? What is

pushing you to make music

and, for example, to work with this or

that art?

Tim Exile e Jon Hopkins: Well, the

answer depends on how deeply you

want to go…

Giulia Baldi: On the contrary…it

depends on how deeply you want to

go!

Tim Exile: Well, personally, I am really
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interested in the search for possible

connections through technology. For

what can seem obvious is always

more interesting for me. In particular,

I am stimulated by the possibilities for

responses in real time. Even if what I

created with the robot does not make

this connection clear because it is

rather technical and difficult for the

public to understand immediately

what I am doing on stage, I like the

idea that any person with my 8 faders

could try to create a composition

Img: courtesy by Roland Olbeter

 

Giulia Baldi: Però il fatto che chiunque

può suonare uno strumento non

diminuisce l’importanza

dell’ispirazione e delle idee�

Tim Exile: Si, ma direi che siamo in un

epoca in cui il processo musicale è

stato completamente separato dalla

conoscenza della musica. Come l’idea

del musicista non è più quella di una

sola persona che crea dal nulla, così

qualcuno che sa solo programmare

può progettare uno strumento e

qualcuno che non è detto debba

essere necessariamente un musicista

può suonarlo e mettere in scena uno

show, e così creare una esperienza

musicale condivisa con il pubblico.

Giulia Baldi:Tu stai dividendo le

funzioni e i momenti mentre, al

contrario, a me fai venire in mente

l’idea di ‘uomo rinascimentale’, cioe’ di

artista che è anche scienziato,

tecnico, filosofo e comunicatore. Mi

sembra ci sia una reale volontà di

comunicare con il pubblico nelle tue

performances, e una incredibile

capacità di intrattenere, basata su

conoscenze tecniche e sensiblità

artistica� Ma passiamo al futuro: quali

direzioni creative e professionali

pensate di prendere nel prossimo

futuro?

Jon Hopkins: Credo di voler

proseguire, e approfondire, la

direzione che ho preso nel mio ultimo

album, armonizzando alcuni elementi

classici come cori o quartetti d’archi

con bassi molto pesanti e percussioni,

mischiandoli insieme, forzandoli

quando è necessario� Questo c’è gia in

parte nel mio lavoro, ma voglio andare

oltre, voglio fondere elementi che

normalmente sono separati, trovando

un modo per farlo dal vivo� E mi

piacerebbe passare un paio di mesi

all’estero per concentrarmi e

sperimentare.

Tim Exile: Al momento sono sempre
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più entusiasta all’idea di lavorare dal

vivo, ma vorrei rendere la tecnologia

più potente e meno visibile. Voglio

veramente essere in grado di

esprimere sempre più con il mio

corpo, ed essere sempre meno

bloccato dietro una macchina.

L’interazione con il pubblico è la cosa

più esaltante, e mi sembra ancora una

frontiera inesplorata. Ci sono alcuni

che hanno sperimentato, ma non è

ancora stato fatto niente in realtà�

Jon Hopkins: Un giorno magari ci sarà

una tuta che permetterà di comporre

con i movimenti del corpo�

Giulia Baldi: Esperimenti in questa

direzione se ne vedono già da anni,

soprattutto in Giappone, ma i risultati,

dal punto di vista  creativo ed

espressivo non sono ancora

memorabili�

Tim Exile: Si, è così, l’idea c’è e anche

alcune capacità tecniche sono state

sviluppate, ma per ora si creano solo

rumori o dissonanze. Per la

produzione di qualcosa che suoni

davvero bene, e che sia davvero

esteticamente interessante, le

integrazioni da fare sono ancora

numerose.
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Giulia Baldi: It would be interested to

one day also provide simular tools to

the public?

Tim Exile: Definitely…it would be

wonderful, and it is in the list! There

are artists who are already doing this,

like Matmos and their performance

with Wii controllers. Is already

happening all over, you just continue

and continue

to experiment!

Giulia Baldi: Well, you could make a

question to each other…

Tim Exile e Jon Hopkins: Do you want

to jam?

Giulia Baldi: Totally!

Jon Hopkins: Actually we have already

done, we tried, with me on piano and

tim on the machine

Giulia Baldi: In front of an audience?

Jon Hopkins: No, and unfortunately

we have also tried to record but

because of (my) technical error we

have not succeeded. We have

nothing, it was a disaster.

Tim Exile: Now I have a question for

you: would you like to return and

record jam?

Giulia Baldi: Mmmh, where can I

sign?!.

www.olbeter.com

www.myspace.com/timexile

www.jonhopkins.co.uk
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Sonar 2009: The Queen Mary Anne Hobbs
Silvia Bianchi

Mary Anne Hobbs is the undisputed

queen of BBC Radio 1. Every Tuesday

night from 2:00 to 4:00 in the

morning, during her “Experimental

Shows” Mary Anne proposes a

selection among the best new

releases, ranging from dubstep to

grim, from drum&bass to hip-hop up

to techno and dark dancefloor.

Over the last years her show has had

guest  artists  as  Flying  Lotus,  The

B e a s t i e  B o y s ,  K o d e  9  &  T h e

Spacecape,  Bjork,  Burial ,  Matt

Groening, Squarepusher, Skream, The

Mighty Boosh,  Richie Hawtin,  Digital

Mystiks,  Ricardo Villalobos,  Oris  Jay,

Amon Tobin, Shackleton, Skepta, Jeff

Mills,  Benga,  LFO,  Breakage,  Ryuichi

Sakamoto,  Trentmoller,  Vex’d,  The

Bug & Warrior Queen, Klute, Remarc,

Rustie,  Rhythm  &  Sound  and  has

redrawn  the  borders  of  the  world

electronic to dance and to listen to. In

January  2006  her  show  “Dustep

W a r z ” ,  b r o u g h t  t o  l i g h t  t h e

phenomenon of dubstep at a global

level,  giving  visibility  to  artists  as

Skream, Benga and Maia for the first

time.

In  2008  “Generation  Bass”  was  a

further step in this direction: the host,

by then acknowledged as the woman

who  had  launched  dubstep,  invited

the Dubstep Wars dj to take care of

one  of  her  programme  offering  a

further launching pad for the artists of

this  kind  of  music  and  giving  again

more resonance to this phenomenon

which  in  2007  was  dragged  to  the

international stage of Sonar from the

small and damp clubs in London .

Her role is not only that of radio host,

but of a real guru of this genre, able to

use her woman’s qualities to become

ambassador  of  this  underground

scene, building up around her a real

family  of  artists  who converge onto

the same stage for the third time in

succession.  Her  showcase  has  been

hosted by the Sonar Pub, on a Friday

d u r i n g  S o n a r  d e  n o c h e :  h e r

performance  was  followed  by  the

eclectic  Joker,  the  Californian

Gaslamp  Kil ler  and  Martyn.  We

interviewed  her  the  day  after  that
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incredible  show  and  we  asked  her

how her cooperation with Sonar had

begun.

.

Silvia Bianchi: This is the third time

you present your showcase at Sonar.

How do you think it has evolved over

the last years and how do you think

the scene has changed?

Mary Anne Hobbs: It is always a

pleasure for me to come to the Sonar,

it is like going back home. This is my

third year here and I always think it is

a great honor to be able to perform on

this stage. The first time I was asked

to play was in 2007. In that occasion I

was asked to bring some

representatives from the English

dubstep: it was me, Oris Jay, Kode 9 &

The Spaceape and Skream. When we

had to step onto the stage, we were

all thinking: “let see how many people

we can take, it would be nice if we

could gather 1000 people”. It is

confirmed that that night turned out

to be a real big event, it was really a

big success as we were able to gather

8000 people in front of our stage.

Everything went well, far beyond our

expectations.

I  came back on this  stage last  year

and I tried to push my sound forward,

trying to stretch it to the very limit of

the  dubstep  and  exploring  other

contaminations:  I  came  here  with

Shackleton  who  lives  in  Berlin  and

whose sound is closer to the minimal

techno, Flying Lotus from Los Angeles

who in 2008 was really the point of

reference  for  the  West  coast  sound

and of course we had Maia, the icon

of the English dubstep, as headliner of

the evening.

In 2009 we have gone farther and it is

difficult  to express how incredible it

was  to  be  on  that  stage  yesterday

evening: I took with me the nineteen

year old Joker from Bristol, probably

the  best  producer  in  the  United

Kingdom  at  the  moment ,  The

Gaslamp Killer who has come with me

from Los Angeles, the most crazy and

eclectic  man  on  the  whole  global

dubstep  scene.  This  guy  can  do

everything,  from  beat  hip  hop  old

school to rock n roll and dubstep, I do

not know how he can manage to mix

everything so well,  but  the result  is

incredible. And then there was Martyn

who was for me the real protagonist

of  the  evening.  This  man  is  really

incredible  and  yesterday  night  he

closed down the showcase in such a

perfect way, with a cascade of sound
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rolling smoothly away …

I can say, without doubt, that Sonar is

a unique situation for us to perform in

front  of  such  a  peculiar  audience,

warm  and  attentive,  the  same  who

gathers here in Barcelona every year

and  with  whom  we  have  a  very

special bond: you can play whatever

you want to them and they will follow

you. It is a real privilege for us to be

here and we do hope to come back in

2010.

Silvia Bianchi: How do you work with

Sonar in choosing the artists?

Mary Anne Hobbs: It is a very exciting

process that lasts 9 months, during

which we work together: we start

from a huge and shapeless block to

arrive to a splendid sculpture. We

start with a list of 50 artists and then

we choose some themes.

Successively we go on with a

screening that enables us to select 3

artists who will step onto the stage

with me. The process to develop the

festival planning is very long: one of

the most exciting moment of the

festival for me is actually handing over

the initial list, as there are a lot of

artists who are not well known and it

is me who present them and try to

move them upwards in the selection

process. The Sonar is really excellent

in balancing the planning between

very famous artists as Jeff Mills, Grace

Jones, Moderat, etc ….and a lot of

sperimental artists. Sonar is also a

place where you can bet on people: I

succeeded in having Sonar invite a

musician as Joker even before his first

record was out. He is 19 and it was a

bet to have him play in front of 8000

people, but Sonar supported me in

this. The festival knows how to risk, in

the day programme you can really

find incredible music to listen to.

Img: courtesy Mary Anne Hobbs
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Silvia Bianchi: From 2006, when you

presented the “Dubstep War” show,

up to now, many things have

happened on the dubstep scenario

and more and more different musical

styles converge today in this genre

that has changed into a container and

in a link between California and

England, don’t you think so?

Mary Anne Hobbs: Sure, at the

moment there is an incredible

symbiotic relation between the British

dubstep and everything that is

happening on the American West

coast: you can even find the Scottish
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artists, just think at Rustie, Lucky Mi

Crew, together with guys as the Flying

Lotus, with the BrainFeeder’s crew

and Low Thoery in Los Angeles, and

with people as Code9 and Mala of

Digital Mysticz.

Recently all gather together and one

of the nicest thing that is happening

in the post dubstep and in the post

h i p  h o p  i s  t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  n o

boundaries that can block the sound

in  its  possible  evolutions  :  people

consider  every  thing  as  a  possible

influence  and  this  is  a  very  healthy

thing  which  helps  the  dubstep  to

grow  day  after  day  without  even

know  yet  how  to  name  the  new

subgenre  which  is  developing  ,  but

simply working on sounds and moving

forward step after step like in a game.

I do think it is a very good moment for

the electronic scene as there is really

a  l o t  o f  l o v e ,  c o m m u n i t y  a n d

communication  among  the  various

genres and it is very nice to see how

this global and large family is growing.

Sonar gives a chance to meet to all

these artists,  inside and outside the

festival : an artist as Flying Lotus for

example  come  with  the  entire

BrainFeeder’s  crew  to  play  at  their

show on Thursday night at the Mondo

of Barceloneta and on Friday he took

the  entire  crew  to  see  what  was

happening inside the Sonar .  I  really

like this feeling of global family who

moves up together. It was incredible

to have all of them here. I think that in

such a moment as this, in which we

are living in a truly virtual reality using

the computer for most part of the day

and  in  which  a  lot  of  artists  make

music with the computer using virtual

s o f t w a r e s ,  i t  i s  i m p o r t a n t  t o

remember that at the same time we

remain  just  simple  human  beings

every day more and more aloof by the

way we move.

I  think  that  there  is  really  a  strong

desire for community and sharing that

is  developing  in  this  way,  in  which

music represents the point of union.

Something  as  Sonar  gives  the

possibility  to  exchange  energies,

experiences and the music that each

of us has created in his/her secluded

cave and to share the same emotions

on the same stage.

.

Silvia Bianchi: I think that the coming

of Internet over the last years has

modified even what is your profession

as a radio host. I saw that your space

on the BBC1 website contains many
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videos, a link to your channel on You

Tube and different tools to

communicate with your listeners

Mary Anne Hobbs: Sure. I think that

today everything is led by videos as

you should always try to involve your

listeners. If you see how large You

Tube is and you compare it to

whatever television, you understand

how important and large the network

is and at the same time how easy is to

be part of it. You can open your own

channel on You Tube and you just

need half an hour: you can find me on

youtube.com/maryannehobbstv but

you can also find me on the bbc

channel. I think that people are every

day more and more interested in the

Internet channels but at the same

time I think that they want to have

more information on who you are, and

how you look: I remember that until

two years ago I could simply be just a

voice, it did not matter how I was, but

now with this explosion of the

internet, and in particularly that of the

social networks over the last two

years, people want to know how you

look, how you dress, they want to see

more about you , the request gets

more and more great every day. I have

realized that the Internet is really an

incredible tool, that represents an

instrument to promote the artists I

represent. We can’t oppose

technology, we have to keep up with

the times and be able to answer the

public needs and for this very reason

it is important to be able to re-invent

ourselves. 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio1/marya

nnehobbs/

http://www.youtube.com/user/mary

annehobbstv

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio1/marya

nnehobbs/maryannetv.shtml
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Paolo Inverni: Paths Into Places Of Memory
Valeria Merlini

On the 5th of June at the Mario

Mazzoli Gallery in Berlin, the “Paths”

exhibition – the most recent project

by the Piedmontese audiovisual artist

Paolo Inverni – was inaugurated. The

“Paths” exhibition, curated by Daniela

Cascella and produced by the freshly

opened Berlin Gallery, will be open

until the 18th of July.

The exhibition, very delicate in its

atmosphere, is a journey through

time, a dive into intimacy, a backward

path into memory. Even if it begins

with autobiographical material this

does not create a distance between

the visitors but on the other hand,

thanks to different methods of

approach, a mechanism of recognition

and closeness is triggered, leaving the

exhibition open to different avenues

for interpretation.

In the entrance hall of the gallery

there is a sequence of 6 photographs

of close ups of places that introduces

us to Inverni’s paths: four exhibitions

situated in distinct environments.

Paths is in two parts: Recollection and

A Possible Path.

Paths, the first exhibition

encountered, purveys a rarefied

atmosphere. The passage of time, the

gaps in memory, are evoked in an

impalpable manner. A video shows

images of three chosen places of

memory. Projected as a triptych, the

origin of the film is 8mm, and

accompanied by three distinct

versions, superimposed onto each

other, of the Winter Couplet by Steve

Roden.

This exhibition is completed with the

exhibition in the opposite room,

where there are many areas for

listening comfortably with earphones

to six audio tracks recorded on six

places presented at the entrance.

There it is possible to consult some

copies of the book/diary containing

the introductory text by Daniela

Cascella, a collection of images of the

chosen places, the introductory notes

to the individual places and the

experiences lived there by the artist in

the form of a diary and an audio CD.
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The CD contains the tracks that are

played in the earphones.

‘paths’, 2009 (detail), artist’s book
with audio cd

.

In the space next door, Recollection

shows the same places as Paths with

the use of six visors – an image for

each one – of six CD players and

twelve little cardboard speakers.

Photographs from the family archive

are shown as slides, next to sounds of

memories researched in the present –

fragments of environmental sounds –

are almost frames of an ideal for a

mnemonic film of his life.

In the little room opposite a video of A

Possible Path is played in loop. A

pleasant conversation with Paolo

Inverni, whom I thank warmly for his

time, gave us time to further discuss

the artistic themes within Paths.

Valeria Merlini: In the exposed works,

which are characterized by a strong

narrative, it’s possible to notice that

you used many media in order to

develop them. Their use for the

project seemed functional to me and

not at all invasive. This reinforced the

delicacy and intimacy of the project,

in my opinion. How much do your

studies in Communications and your

experience in the documentary field

inspire your creative process?

Paolo Inverni: In my work I never

begin with the support I will be using

but instead I begin with the stories

that I want to tell, for this reason I use

different formats. I try to find stories

that are interesting, for this reason I

don’t produce a lot of work. I’m very

oriented toward the content. I don’t

develop a technique connected to

specific craftwork, and so to “doing”,

instead I look for a story and try to

understand the language and medium

to adopt as best I can in order to

direct the story as I wish, respecting

the story itself. In the first place, more

than the spectator, the user, there is a

respect for the story that I want to

tell. I want that story to preserve its

intricate characteristics.

I collect books, albums, seeds, I

collect everything. Textuality is a

theme that I’m very interested in,

because of the subject of inner

literature, intimacy and the important

role that reading leaves the

reader/user. In everything I do I try to

leave some narrative opportunity, so

that the spectator can influence the

story as well.

I look for ideas and stories in a

transversal way. For example this

work has six musical tracks done by

someone else on it; or a new work

that I will publish soon, most likely

curated by Daniela Cascella, came

about after having found some 30 odd

love letters in a flea market, written in
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the 1940’s from a lady to a man. I’m

interested in this kind of thing

because in the case of narrative

opportunity, narrative holes managed

on an authorial level, the counterpart

is completely missing, the point of

view of the man is missing.

Other times ideas come tout court

from my own things. Looking for

stories, I look for them in my own

context as in the case of Paths.

‘paths’, 2009 (still from video) 8 mm
film transferred on dvd-video, color,
3 channel sound, 8 min 59 se

.

Valeria Merlini: In Paths you retrace

places of memory for you (Pian del Re,

a beach resort in Paradiso Sanremo,

the Grotta of Rio Martino, the family

farmhouse in Oropa di Savigliano, the

Coletta park in Turin and your

grandparents’ house in Savigliano),

you relive your memories and

confront yourself again with those

places after much time. You

combined songs composed by Steve

Roden, William Basinski, Akira

Rabelais, Christina Kubisch, Painting

Petals on Planet Ghost, and Nuno

Canavarro to these places. What

made you make those choices? Can

you tell us something more about the

relationship between place and song?

Paolo Inverni: The places could have

been anywhere, but there are six

possible places, important places in

my life. The same goes for the songs.

It’s clear that by listening to music

attentively for 15 years, and being a

collector as well, there could have

been other songs. Let’s say that it was

a choice that I made with my gut, with

my instinct. That’s what came to me

and that’s what I did.

The union between choice and places

and songs was made beforehand. But

matching one to the other was done

on site. I always brought all six CD’s

with me. I didn’t necessarily record all

six of them but I had them at my

disposal, because I did not want the

emotion of the project to be

intertwined into a prefabricated grid

that made everything cold.

On site I made them sound out and I

listened. I tried to keep good

attention and tried to say, this works,

this is a good dialogue. Are these two

elements really having a dialogue or is

one going ahead without listening to

the other? That work was done on

site. In some places the dialogues that

worked were more than one. But for

example with Steve Roden’s song, all

three of his recordings pleased me

and so I used all three. In other cases

only one convinced me.

I was interested in having a human

quality, of real time, of experience of

the place that allowed me to make a

really emotional match. So in that
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sense, this wasn’t done a priori. But

the choices that were made

afterward, because as I said I would

do many recordings on one site, I

decided to do that work at home. But

very rarely was my initial idea on site

denied after having listened at home.

For three of the six songs I used the

whole song (Painting Petals On Planet

Ghost, Nuno Canavarro, Akira

Rabelais), as for the other three (Steve

Roden, Christina Kubisch, e William

Basinski), as they are all suites that

last 40 minutes, I made extracts in real

time, intervening on the ghetto

blaster and on the recording on site.

In fact various takes have different

lengths. Sometimes the fade out

lasted two minutes because that’s

what I felt emotionally, sometimes I

ended the song abruptly. I was

interested in the experiential aspect:

I’m here in this moment and I’m doing

this.

The principle used is that of second

reading (remix, paraphrasing). The

fact that you can start with material

that is not your own and interiorise it

in such a way so as to make it your

own. I’m not talking about legal rights,

I’m talking about emotion, about

feeling it.

‘a possible path’, 2009 (still from
video), dvd-video, color, 2 channel
sound, loop

.

Valeria Merlini: In this kind of

operation how important is the

acoustic characteristic of any given

chosen place? Was your choice of

place driven by this?

Paolo Inverni: With Daniela we talked

about the various phases of the

development and the theoretical

structure of the work and we asked

ourselves the same question many

times.

I believe that the choice of places,

that are acoustically speaking

objectively very fascinating, was not

an aware choice, but I believe that

there could have been an unconscious

choice of those places for this reason.

For example, the memory of Pian del

Re was very connected to sound, I

truly remembered the place from a

visual point of view but I remembered

it from an acoustic point of view as

well.

I apply your question to the choice of

songs. In hindsight I chose songs with

a wide mesh, which give space for

dialogue. Again this was not done

consciously, but I had a maximum grid

of work in my mind. It was an

unconscious choice, natural and

emotional. I chose songs that I love

and that objectively have

characteristics that give them white,

open spaces that can be filled.

Valeria Merlini: The Paths project is a
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diary-style book and an exhibition.

Paolo Inverni: because these are two

formats that overlap each other

partially, that allow for the direction of

the same nucleus of research and the

same feeling in different ways, with all

the specificity of the case.

The “diary” nature of the book was

underlined in the development of the

book as an object. I have to say that

we were faced with cost issues, so

obviously the book that I wanted was

printed in 5 copies, bound by hand.

But even the economical version I

tried to maintain the bookmark to

recall the format of the personal diary.

In the exhibition of the first room, the

triptych, there’s the same research

core, the same concept but organised

differently.

In that case we only have one song by

Steve Roden, recorded in three

separate places: a Turin park on the

right, Pian del Re in the centre and my

grandparents’ house on the left. In

post-production I superimposed and

synchronized the three recordings so

that they would coincide with the

original song by Steve Roden on the

three recordings. So I created this

sound Pan Pot between one place and

another. The surrounding sounds

differ, but the texture of the song

changes as well. I looked for the same

sound pan Pot in the visual aspect

too. The image follows the passages

of the sound. In other words the

editing was done the opposite way

around.

The work was recorded in 8mm,

because film gave me a way to create

a metaphor for the passage of time:

through the flashing onto the lamp,

through the irregular tracking,

through the dirt of the film. But more

generally, putting three screens in

sequence, we had more white than

image. Because the idea was to

represent everything that was there,

oblivion and forgetfulness, where

every now and again a clear image

appears and comes into focus.

‘paths’, 2009 (detail), artist’s book
with audio cd

.

Valeria Merlini: Personally I found the

environmental sound recordings to be

the link between Paths and

Recollection, even if both have similar

elements, they were developed

differently.

Paolo Inverni: Absolutely. The sound is

the same material and the material

core of research is the same, but

organised differently. In Recollection

there’s a concrete physical tangible

encounter between past and present.

The dominant line in that work was

the fact of wanting to create a project

with intimate content, which created

physical intimacy with the spectator.
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Working with images on little sounds

and with a low volume is just that:

inviting the spectator to get closer

and enter into the image.

Recollection is a self-contained work

compared to Paths, but it actual fact

they are connected. They both

derived from the same nucleus of

research and experience.

The six places are the same, but the

relationship between present and

past is different. If in Paths there are

no sounds or images of the past, but

there are places of the past but in

current perspective through images

taken today (those of the book), and

re-recordings done today, in

Recollection there is a physical

encounter/conflict between present

and past. There is an image of the

past with sounds recorded today.

More generally speaking, Recollection

is a metaphor for the process of

memory. We have a different

connection between time and places

within the same space and sometimes

these are confused. This is exactly

what happens in memory.

Furthermore, the players and slide

visors are battery operated, so they

tend to fade out and die. It’s the same

principle as memory: if you do not

take care of memory, it is lost.

Memory doesn’t happen on its own,

you have to make an effort to keep it

alive, exactly like this work.

Even the use of cardboard boxes for

the speakers was not by chance, it’s

the metaphor for the box you use

when you move, the box where you

store memories. In Paths the boxes

collect memories of two years of

work, I was pleased that they were

there, like a construction work of

building brick by brick….

‘recollection’, 2009 (detail), 6 slide
viewers, 6 slides, 6 cd players, 12
speakers, 6 audio-cd

.

Valeria Merlini: The “A possible path”

video presented in the last room

portrays your footsteps, as you walk in

the fresh snow. In the first part it’s

possible to see part of your body

thanks to your shadow projected onto

the blanket of snow, whereas

afterwards the focus becomes the

movement of your feet. The effort in

walking is present in the rhythm of

your breathing. Compared to the

delicate atmospheres found up until

now, here it’s possible to feel a more

physical one, a harder one, even if it is

based in one of the places that we

have already seen. It’s almost as if we

detach from the theme of memory.

Paolo Inverni: A possible path, is a

video that came about when I went to

Pian del Re to do one of the

recordings. Originally it was not

supposed to be a work, but just a

bundle of material. Later on it seemed
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to me to have it’s own dignity as a

work. Its name wants to underline the

fact that that is a possible path.

In this project I’m interested in the

rapport between the human and the

natural. In the sense that there are

more types of time in the work: first of

all the footsteps, then the breath –

and these are human qualities – and

then the shadow, which is the

encounter between the person and

his/her intentions in the physical

environment. Therefore, this is also

connected to Paths. Actually

logistically speaking it is more like its

backstage.

Here the idea was to show that

relationship that is created between

something almost mystical. Or the

idea of something that must be done

– and something very physical and

tangible, made out of effort. And this

is true for every kind of research, be it

human, personal or even scientific.

The message of A possible path is to

take the time to do research, do not

be afraid to waste time – it is not

wasted time, but it could appear to be

as such. Time is for wasting, it’s about

getting out of those conventional

time standards, as much as possible.

Of course this is a utopia, because the

lives of many people and the practical

organisation do not allow for it, but at

least try to lean towards that. Do not

be afraid of spending time in

something that isn’t tangible and that

on the outside seems to be craziness.

In our time, with this punctual and

salacious time management, even

reading a book, on the surface, seems

to be a waste of time.

http://www.galeriemazzoli.com

http://www.paoloinverni.it
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Future Sounds Like Past Toys: Interview To
Ape5 and Eraser

Claudia D'Alonzo

Ape5 is an old digimag acquaintance

that we were pleased to “meet” in

various moments during the past few

years so that he could tell us about his

videomaking and his VJing (Interview

“Ape5 and Miki Ry”, by Bertram

Niessen, Digimag 02,

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=115) as well as his research as

a producer with the netlabel Vidaux,

that contains many of the more

interesting names of the live media

scene in Italy (“Vidaux, Netlabels for

watching and listening”, by Bertram

Niessen, Digimag 08,

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=221) .

We interviewed Ape5 again, this time

with EraSer, so that they could

present their new audiovisual live

project Future Sounds Like Past Toys.

The project was developed in 2009

with the purpose of establishing a

synergy between fluxes of corrupt

pixers by Ape5 and the sound art of

circuit bending practiced by EraSer on

various toys from the past.

The live that results from it, which is

always different, finds a perfect

meeting point between the two

authors’ research, in the research of

error, in the recycling of instruments

and the tampering of the functioning

of technology: Ape5, for years has

been facing an aesthetical and

conceptual investigation on errors, on

waste, the corruption of visual digital

data, whereas EraSer concentrates his

work as a musician on the creative

tampering of hardware circuits from

old toys, to whom he gives

unexpected voices.

A détournement of the technological

instrument, which is precious to all

media art, but that by using the toy as

an element gives it a fundamental

aspect: that of memory. The memory

of childish and carefree play with

technology is rooted in the memory of

a generation and is reawakened, while

at the same time being distorted into
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new sounds and visions, in a short

circuit between past and future, in our

audiovisual perception.

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: I would like to begin

by talking about your project Future

Sounds Like Past Toys, how did this

project and your collaboration begin?

Ape5:  Personally when I heard

Matteo live (EraSer), I immediately

“felt” that I had to do a project with

him, that my videos could be a perfect

complement to his project dedicated

to circuit bending and that his music

could be the soundtrack of my visual

imagination. I believe that the glitch

aesthetic, the malfunction, the error is

blended perfectly with the sounds

that come from the art of circuit

bending.

EraSer:  Our collaboration began

precisely on New Year’s Eve 2009

when we were able to do a

video/audio performance for the first

time. We immediately clicked and this

collaboration matured, after a few

months, into the current project,

where we’re working on synergies

between music and visuals created by

Emanuele (Ape5).

Claudia D’Alonzo: In the concept of

the project you say that

“contemporary music sounds like toys

from the past”, can you tell me about

this aspect, the reference to memory,

a shared memory like that of

children’s toys and the kind of

détournement you are looking to

create regarding these audiovisual

memories?

Ape5: The title of the project Future

sounds like past toys is also a game, a

play on words. We like to read it and

translate it to “Future Sounds Like

Past Toys” or “Sounds of the Future

are like Toys from the Past” or “Future

Sounds Enjoy Toys from the Past”, and

in all three versions we want to

underline how contemporary music

echoes sounds from the past, “sounds

like…”, it “tastes like…”. The sound of a

toy from the past and its memory as a

shared memory, takes on new life and

new shape through its modification,

its glitch, its error. A retro sound that

hits memory, but is projected toward

the future in a dynamic process. Our

experimentation is also a research for

the audio-visualisation of these

sounds

EraSer: The toys from the past stay in

our memory as pure and
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unforgettable instruments, which

develop a memory. a musical use and

therefore a justification in music of

such toys, make the memory present

and becomes a projection toward a

future where sounds that

accompanied us through the past,

become current. The surprise of

hearing someone play (or, why not, to

play) a memorable toy like the talking

grasshopper by Texas Instruments

reawakens a distant memory that is

also made present and alive in a

performance. To make sounds from

the past become contemporary, with

their errors and randomness, is the

idea behind the project and more

generally speaking, of circuit

bending..

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: What cultural value

do you think that the fact of using

common instruments and readapting

them to your creative needs can

have? The restoration and re-

adaptation of instruments is a kind of

practice that crosses the history of the

arts but that right now takes on a

particular value for the fact that now

the manipulation of technology can

also mean the manipulation of a

memory we have of its use…

Ape5: This aspect of art connected to

new media has always fascinated me.

In one project, Scarti, developed in

2004, I began to research this aspect:

the use of waste/erroneous materials,

in the software and hardware field, in

order to create audiovisual projects. In

my opinion I keep on living through

that research and even in EraSer’s

circuit bending art a see a research of

“recycling” of objects/toys from the

past that, as I said before, Take on

new life, new shapes and new sounds.

EraSer: The manipulation done

through the use of circuit bending is

based on a sort of “anti-theory” that in

practice expresses itself as an

alteration in the way a circuit works.

This process gives life to unknown and

fascinating sounds that surely create

curiosity and mystery in those people

who remember those sounds of those

toys from the past, their “normal”

sounds. The “added bonus” that can

be given to an instrument that has not

been created in order to make music

gives circuit bending the importance

of being a creative electronic art form,

that develops into an objective and

aesthetic act of recycling that

transforms toys and musical

instruments, that have been
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abandoned, into surprising sound

generators and original musical

instruments.

Claudia D’Alonzo: What does your set

look like, what instruments do you

use?

Ape5: Basically we put EraSer in front,

the performer, who plays with his

instruments/toys and we put the

visuals on the background. I believe

that in this project the performer and

the act of playing are an integral part

of the work and the aesthetics of the

project. The use of my instruments

varies depending on the live set, on

software for video-synthesis and DIY

controllers….

EraSer: My live set is made up

exclusively of electronica instruments

that have been circuit bent (toys,

keyboards, drum machines, effects…

are all modified). There is a lot of

interaction between us during the

performance and everything becomes

more interesting and mysterious

when we decide to improvise: that is

the moment where we have the most

fun because those are the moments

when ideas and combinations of

audio and visuals are surprising.
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Claudia D’Alonzo: How did you work

on the errors as a characteristic part

of your live set and a fundamental

poetic element for the audio as well

as the video parts? What kind of

connection is there, if there is one,

between the concept of error and the

practice of play?

EraSer: The error, or glitch, is a

fundamental component of the

project and, as such, is necessary for

the de-structuring of the normal

reproduction of sound or video. In my

case musical melody of a modified toy

can become a random sequence of

notes; or the voice of a doll (like

Furby) can transform into pure noise.

Ape5: As EraSer says, circuit bending

is the “bending” of a circuit in order to

find an error: putting the audio that

comes out of this with a vision made

up of visualisations of malfunctions in

software and hardware, was the

natural process. In my opinion the

research of a glitch aesthetic in a

fundamental poetic element in this

project but also a fundamental poetic

element of my personal research. The

following and creating of a bug, a

short circuit, is a new game in order to

make new “toys” from instruments

that were created for different toys

and uses. The game begins with the

title of the project and is present in all

our work.

Claudia D’Alonzo: What kind of

interaction do you think is created

with the audience in a live act like

yours, where you work hands-on with

technology? What differences do you

think there are for example with live

sets where the artist sits behind his or

her laptop?

EraSer: Our audio/video performance

definitely makes the audience take

part visually and emotionally. They are

torn between the hypnotic images,

glitched and dreamy, the videos

created by Ape5, and my continuous

movement between switches and

knobs. The spectator is definitely

fascinated in trying to understand

what’s happening on stage.

Sometimes we have involved people

directly, creating an improvisation

with my instruments, so that they

could feel the emotion of playing a

toy. I feel that the use of such unique

machines, because of their

“unpredictability”, makes everything

more intense and direct and involves
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and stimulates the audience greatly,

in contrast to a laptop that, I think,

can make everything more static.

Ape5: Because the play aspect has a

fundamental role in people’s lives, I

believe that most of the audience

needs to see a performer who

manipulates, who plays with his or her

toys. I think that the performance

aspect of a live set is fundamental,

because most people get bored

watching a person sat behind a

computer who just uses a mouse. Just

the fact that in the past 10 years

controllers and audio-video hardware

are evermore laden with led lights and

knobs, you realise that this is a

necessity for the performer and for

the audience. As I said earlier, the

body movement of a performer and

his or her physical rapport with

instruments is an integral part of our

project and is part of the aesthetic

that we wish to present… as they say,

“The medium is the message”…

 

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Ape5, Vidauxs is

also present among your projects, a

netlabel that is also a network for

artists and creatives dedicated to

interactive live projects between

audio and video. Founded in 2005, it is

now in its fourth year. Can you trace

the evolution and developments of

the project over the years?

Ape5: The netlabel project was a risk

to create something that did not exist,

that is, a free netlabel dedicated

specifically to audiovisuals, which

distributed the work of video artists

and traced the history and state of art.

In reality what came out of it was a

network of artists and a “collection” of

what is happening in Italy today. The

idea right now is to give new life to

the project by making Vidauxs a kind

of aggregator of experimental

audiovisual projects, that are already

present on various social networks,

blogs and specific websites, uploaded

automatically on vidauxs.net. The

name of this project will be Vidauxs

Revolution and is still in development.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Talking of parallel

projects, a question for EraSer: you

created circuitbend.it, the first Italian

website entirely dedicated to circuit

bending. What is its content and what

objectives have you worked on for its

development? The “bent” sections

seems interesting to me, the presence

of a forum and glossary, it’s very

popular, putting together knowledge
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and experiences….

EraSer: the website was created as a

popular platform for the creative art

of circuit bending ( an art that consists

in creating short circuits in the circuits

of toys and electronic musical

instruments in order to give new life

to generators of sound), principally in

the Italian artistic/musical panorama.

The site has become a reference point

for musicians, artists, circuit benders

who have just started out and who

want to get into this world that for

many is dark, mysterious but also

fascinating. I believe that circuit

bending is an art form done by

everyone for everyone and so it is

right to share experiences, creations

and allow anyone to put their hands

on the circuit of a toy for the first

time. 

 http://www.ape5.it

http://www.myspace.com/mydataer

aser

http://www.vidauxs.net

http://www.circuitbend.it
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The Art And The Epidemiological Criticism Of
Gina Czarnecki

Marco Mancuso

Gina Czarnecki is undoubtedly an

conscious and sensitive artist, for the

sensitive issues she courageously

deals with, for her subjects, for her

analysis and research methods she

chose to elaborate, and for the

aesthetic impact as well as the

fascination of her work. This feeling is

in her environmental and audiovisual

work, and this feelings are even

stronger when you have the chance to

meet and talk to her.

The British woman Gina Czarnecki is

represented by Forma, and she works

in the installation setting and method.

She deals with as much complex as

difficult topics, which are damned

difficult to translate into a work of art.

Epidemiological criticism on the one

hand, and the effects that a virus, an

external agent, a disease, or a genetic

modification may have on body and

motion. On this occasion, the human

body shows its unfailing insecurity

and fragility, its beauty and its

decadent and almost rotten

spontaneity during the great

development of biotechnology.

These analyses and critiques do not

stop before a mere reflection on the

eventual macroscopic and superficial

effects of an infection. Yet, through

the studies and researches by Francis

Galton and Stephen Corbett on texts

and through a melting of present and

past experiences, memories and

emotions (her quarantine in a hospital

after a virus contraction in Africa, the

stories of her grandfather about his

experience with bacteriological tests

in a Nazi concentration camp during

the Second World War) they become

an excuse and a tool for the analysis

“of the similarities and differences of

the various biological infections, the

cultural, political and economic issues

related to studies on these diseases

and the economics of R&D used for

their treatment” . That is the artist’s

thought, who goes on saying that “all

this has been connected to an

investigation still under way, on the
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reorganization and reaction systems

when new entities (for example, new

players, mutant organisms, infections,

“synthetic” genes, and new species)

come to join it, and give rise to wider

implications than the technological

and biological ones. Finally, we also

dealt with the way the community

evolves after the arrival of new

players, such as asylum seekers or

migrant workers.”

.

In a collaboration between

Biotechnologists, programmers,

dancers, sound artists and musicians,

Czarnecki’s films and installations are

related to man’s relationship with

diseases, evolution and genetic

research. That is a complex and often

devastating relationship, for the

bodies the artist decides to be staging

in his work: they are unconscious

actors of the degenerative and

ongoing project the artist produces

with the help of refined digital

imaging techniques and an obsessive

audio-visual coordination. And this

work is complex also for the audience,

whose role is to contemplate the

work, from a perceptual and a

mechanical point of view. Contagion

is for example an interactive

installation, in which a properly

defined movement of people on the

stage determines the degenerative

evolution of the virus of SARS

transpiring in a stream of sounds,

colours and abstract images. A work

that asks the viewers to take an active

part in the context, to assume their

responsibilities in relation to how

these issues are spreading in our

society through the action of the

mass media, through our fears, our

incapacity to take info and assume a

critical role. Contagion has received

the prestigious Sciart Awards in UK,

and the Art and Innovation Program in
Victoria (Australia) and the Melbourne
City Council Arts Project Award. More

generally, his works have been

exhibited in the major museums and

in the most important festivals of our

globe, including the London Natural

History Museum, the Australian

Center for the Moving Image in

Melbourne and the Ars Electronica in

Linz.

However, the work of Gina Czarnecki

had previously cared for these issues,

through the work Infected, in which

the work the body is perhaps even

stronger, from the aesthetic point of

view at least. Through dance,

movement and its relationship with
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sound, the artist’s extremely sensitive

eye focuses on his actor’s

degenerative experience under the

attack of an external agent, which is in

this case identified as a potential

future hyper -technology. Infected is a

film in which a bio-engineered body

partly dissolves into a homogeneous

flow of liquid shapes, and partly into

long claustrophobic, hallucinatory,

almost masochistic path, and this is

suggested by a body suffering during

his process of metamorphosis.

Infected was Gina Czarnecki’s first

step into the exploration of expressive

potentials of a world, throughh dance,

dancers, their use of the body, their

movements, which was the perfect

solution for her poetry and her ability

to work with digital imaging

techniques. That exploration was

further developed through the

relationship with the Australian

DanceTheatrer in Melbourne and was

more concrete with the triptych of

works Nascent, Spine and Cell Mass:

the first film (music by Christain

Fennesz) was on show at the Adelaide
Film Festival in 2005 and was awarded

throughout the world; the second one

is an evolution of the first one in the

form of a site-specific environmental

installation, approximately 6 meters

high and commissioned by Forma for
the Festival Av06 Newcastle; the third

one is an adaptation from Spine‘s

gallery and has recently recently been

exhibited at the Palazzo Pio in Carpi

during new media art Direct Digital.

The latter event allowed me to meet

Gina Czarnecki and gave us the green

light to set up this interview …

.

Marco Mancuso: Contagion is your

recent work, and is strongly linked

with your experience in a hospital

after a virus infection you had in Africa

and it develops through wide

thoughts about the fragility of natural

systems before a disease and about

the concept of viruses in general.

Well, probably someone else has

already asked this question, but I’d

just like to know what were your

conclusions on the topics you studied

in your thesis before the development

of the project and that I introduced at

the beginning of our interview.

Besides, I’d like to know how your art

project helped you find answers to

your questions.

Gina Czarnecki: The downside I

experienced to large expensive to

make, multi-trans-disciplina-

y-collaborative artworks is that this
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one in particular required substantial

funding. So from its inception of the

initial idea (2002) to the funding in

2005 and completion in 2007 I had

moved from Britain to Australia and

back again, had two children, quitted

my academic position and so many

other substantial life changes that this

then traced the development and

change of ideas over this tumultuous

period. What I started out with I had

to stick to by some means, but

ultimately my experience with the

epidemiologists and programmers

significantly changed the work and

my thinking around these issues.

Australia is a complex amalgamation

of different immigrants forming the

majorities, all of whom considered

other countries ‘homeland” despite

never having been, Greek, Italian,

Serbian, etcetera. Looking at how this

culture operated in the threat of SARS

made me further understand that

ancient traditions and methods of

quarantine were the only effective

methods, particularly in the cases

where the virus mutates quicker that

the vaccines can be developed. This

method of containing and therefore

controlling pandemic would be

relatively easy in Australia, a land

mass so far away from any other. And

electronic disconnection the ideal

method of quarantine – no one can

fly, access money, and so on. I was

really lucky to work with the three

epidemiologists that I did, and of

course Tim Kreger, my programmer

on this. I became to understand that

the discipline of epidemiology is not

only looking at spread of pandemic

but also the behaviour of people-

human movement – ideal for a motion

based interactive work. I think if I

were to draw a conclusion it would be

that, as Stephen Corbett said, the fear

of the pandemic is more lethal that

the pandemic itself”. It lead me to my

conclusion that it the mediation of

information that can control spread

and that the biggest killer is fear. The

spread of fear through the image and

how these work on us on conscious

and subconscious levels – like the

microbe – sneaking in through he

back door silently.

Throughout this time I also made

spine which references 9/11 (how

quickly a date becomes a symbol and

owned!) Contagion became a

reference to biological spread but also

reference to visual symbol buried

deep in subconscious triggering

associations and references that we

are so fast to form based on how

information is mediated, our

understanding of vocabulary, our

sensitivity to images in blacks, our

focus, our knowledge.
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Marco Mancuso: As if in “Contagion”

there is a close relationship among

the motor activity of people, their

mutual interaction and their

relationship with machines (and,

therefore, with the circulation of the

virus). So, if I consider your idea, do

you want to lead people to think

about their role in the process of

diffusion, as victims of these

processes or as active active and

conscious subjects?

Gina Czarnecki: I wanted to make

people investigate on multiple levels.

The first level of interface is painting

like a child drags their finger through

different colour pigments to mix new

colours and the beauty of really

playful investigations of the palette,

mixing. Its only when people connect

with one another or are connected to

the viral agent that they potentially

become infected. Infection in this

sense can be seen in many ways- our

brushing against strangers even

momentarily can influence our

understanding of life, change the

course and shape of it, positively and

negatively. The risk of contamination

or the risk of no contact: which is less

likely in the long term to damage the

health?  The interaction with others is

a surface distraction also. Our self-

consciousness prevents at times us

from sinking deep into the present

(the artwork). Without total focus at

point it is hard to perceive the buried

images and disparate references that

are like dots to be joined –

connections that make pathways to

understanding more complex and

dark. If you are in there alone you get

a totally different experience than

with strangers or friends. You have to

be able to focus and whilst initially

interact with others, become both the

participant and the observer,

instrumental in the spread or

containment of ‘infection’ and in this

sense infection is the network and

chronology of images that joined lead

to much wider, deeper content than

the childlike dancing interface

Marco Mancuso: In what did your

work with scientists and

epidemiologists consist? Your works

(especially “Contagion”) are commonly

defined as artistic projects on the

border between art and science. On

my opinion, the link between art and

science (as for example bioart, the

Nanoart or other arts using biological

or chemical reactions, artificial

intelligence and so on) is possible
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when artists directly operate on the

search for a technological process

based on aesthetics or design, or work

on an intellectual reflection that

originates from a natural and scientific

process. Therefore, can you explain

how you worked on viruses, and

studied or transported their effects in

an audiovisual reality?

Gina Czarnecki: I look at parallels. I’m

interested in new imaging

technologies and the relationship

professions have as arbiters of the

authentic or fact. For example images

published by science are products of

the technology rather than factual

images of reality, but we see them as

truth and proof, I’m interested in the

professions of artist and scientist and

our ability to speak in knows and

unknowns. I have always seen the

human body’s function, as the

ultimate machine, if we can

understand that process we can see

parallels in social organisations,

systems of operation. I am more

interested in who makes value

judgements about worth and so on. I

hope that I don’t translate science, I

think this is not good example of art

and science collaboration and

questions too what we consider art to

be. I am interested in definition,

classification, borderlines, loopholes

and grey areas, systems, structures,

mediation, choreography in its

biological form. Also the incredible

speed of medical discoveries in

relation to the increasing population,

where it will go, who makes the

decisions and on what basis, the

relationship between fact and fiction,

religion and mysticism and science…

and so on.

.

Marco Mancuso: How much are you

concerned in highlighting a possible

link between conceptual art and

advanced scientific research with your

work and your research, and apply a

critical eye on the impact of new

science on contemporary society?

Moreover, artists have always

undertaken this operation over the

centuries…

Gina Czarnecki: This is a complex

question. For me there is – at some

meeting points, no difference

between art and scientific research.

 My interest has always been in

human evolution and biology and

what i do is art: the two combine

naturally and coincidentally it falls at a

time when there is much emphasis on

combination of art and science. Both
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are exploratory. However the value of

art is undermined by a short term

evaluation system. If we can evaluate

the impact of things 20 years after,

then the power of some art works

would have equal impact to scientific

discovery. In my mind this is a

necessity for science to communicate

and become part of humanities

thinking. Science has to be objective

but mediation of science portrays a

sort of fait accomplis or knowns

rather than the unknowns,

undermining the research and

thinking of scientists, just as the

mediation of art is reduced to

sensationalism in some mainstream

press. The impact of new sciences on

contemporary socieity is everywhere,

 perhaps we are the catalyst to

encouraging thought for possibilities

offered by this that are not on the

mediated collective conciousness. I

think that most people who work in

this area are equally excited about

these possibilities of the new, but

concerned about who makes dicisions

and what is driving this.

Marco Mancuso: In another work

“Nascent”, the video built by the

movements, the bodies and the

gestures of the dancers evolves into a

complex ballet, showing creatures in

motion. In Cell Mass N2 (which is the

evolution of Nascent), these entities

literally evolve in complex masses of

quasi-cells, made of bodies in motion

that create new forms of life.

According to you, how much strength

is there in the link between the

physical body (the dance), the virtual

body (or the digital body) and their

visual representation (the video)?

Gina Czarnecki: The body is one thing

we are all familiar with. We can all

relate on some level to the image of

anothers body by comparison and

reflection. The immediate image of

body and visual seduction through

beauty engages and seduces, even if

momentarily. I am fascinated with the

body as a mechanism, looking at the

inner functions, and as collective

bodies in swarm behaviours. For me

what video lacks that performance

has is the actual physicall presence.

The chemistry of bodies, the heat and

smell and vitality. This for me is

somewhat lost if theres a big distance

between performers and audience.

Video has to evoke this in other vays,

through the image; what we see,

what we think we see and what we

percieve. And how sound can move

specific areas of the

viewers/participants

physical/emotive body. I play much

on the borders of perception,

peripheral vision, grey areas and

loopholes: grey areas between truth

and illusion is a powerful area that

allows trains of conciousness and

connections in the individuals

knowledge and memory.

Marco Mancuso: Your work creates
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large aesthetic spaces, audiovisual

landscapes where viewers are

gradually immersed. Usually people

are attracted by the complexity and

beauty of your images, and their

relations with sound. How do you

work on the delicate balance between

aesthetics of elegance, charm and

complexity, and the power of

hypnotic visual games?

Gina Czarnecki:   I try hard to achieve

this. Basically I have to immerse

myself, loose myself into the time and

space and size of the intertwining of

the separate elements to create

perfect unity. I am lucky to have had

such fantastic people to work with,

christian fennesz who I think reaches

the same space in conciousness when

he is creating, and ulf langheinrich

who works totally like I do, immersed

and focused and deep. I don’t try to

create this, its just what comes out. I

have to love what I’m making or there

is no point. At times I go through

periods of total redundancy. Barriers,

and then it is surpassed and comes

together usually through elimination,

achieving simplicity the other side of

complexity. Ideally wanting people to

be as totally immersed as I am in the

making and thinking as in the viewing,

the ideal objective would be to enable

people to afford the time and space

for it to temporarily take over, submit

to its presence.
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Marco Mancuso: I read that your life

changed radically after a trip with

your father to Poland when you were

a child, to visit some of the Nazi

concentration camps and has greatly

influenced your art in the following

years. Provided that all is perfectly

clear, I would like to know something

more right from you. It seems that

your regard on disease, on the

transformations of human beings, on

bodies and on individual cells, on the

effects that some external viruses

cause on the human body, all reveal

the impact that an external agent can

be harmful to our frail creatures at any

time in our history. It does not matter

if the agent is a virus, or a natural

catastrophe, a technological device or

a human being

Gina Czarnecki: This is complex. And

my response fragmented, but will

leave you marco to edit or readers to

join the dots – im incapable at this

moment of doing this and getting this

back to you on time, I enjoy your

questions.

You have to remember to always see

beauty. Depite content, my work

endeavours to be aesthetically

beautiful and I use this strategically to

seduce the mind into another space

from which other content emerges.

The surface is important technically,

conceptually and in terms of its power

of introducing content.

It’s the dehumanisation of other

people that generally enables people

to practice torture – make them

indistinguishable from each other and

know nothing – shaved; starved,

uniformed we all look the same. (A

uniform surface and a surface that

evokes racism/ethinic cleansing

etcetera)

Near the end of his life as my dad’s

health rapidly deteriorated he began

to talk of his experiences in the camps

that had been bottled up for most of

his life. Learning what my dad had

been through left scars of mental

images on me too.

If you deconstruct something and

reduce it to its constituent parts it

becomes a measureable identifiable

fragment. If you eliminate the shades

of grey then things are easily divisible

and identifiable. I became interested

in Sir Frances Galton’s physiological

identification of human types, which

was later used by Nazi in

identification of race and by the

medical profession for identification
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of “sub normality” . If you then look at

how classifications are made in gait

recognition software and

classification of “potential terrorist”

you realise that developments in

 systems of classification are trailing

way behind technological

development. If you then apply

deconstruction and identification of

traits on a genetic level we get

probabilities of the predisposition of

traits such as homosexuality,

alcoholism, being genetically

determined. The mediation of genetic

research by mainstream press and in

the publics mind was that these traits

were carried by single genes that

could be identified (and therefore

eliminated) you see how dangerous it

can get! My conversations with one

geneticist who believed that

everything was ultimately genetically

determined believed that the areas of

DNA between protein molecules were

“redundant’ (this is also what they are

medically referred to as – redundant

areas) – surely the body is so complex

and refined machine to not carry

around redundant requirements –

how do we assess traits not expressed

in the physiognomy? I.e. in mental

processes, consciousness when much

genetic research was done on chicken

embryos and fruit flies?
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Whilst we despise ethnic cleansing,

racism, torture and want to see the

perpetrators of this punished we are

also living proof of the medical

developments in the cures that came

out of human experimentation in the

camps. When the economy declines

we see a rise of racism through

competition and survival, countries

borders close, our attention to others

wealth and how they retain it

intensifies and we beg for

redistribution and fairness (for

ourselves) – the goalposts shift.

So how does the world cope with

diminishing resources and an

exponentially expanding population?

We were 1 billion in 1920, in 2020

purported to be 9 billion. Taking that

rate of expansion into the next 100

years some dramatic changes are

necessary. Is the evil agent external?

Or do we attribute the ideas and

therefore ultimately the blame to a

scapegoat that encapsulates our

darkest thoughts which we would

never dare express. The silent

conspirators, the scapegoats, ….Is the

external impure and the internal

pure?.

http://www.ginaczarnecki.com/

http://www.forma.org.uk/artists/rep

resented/gina-czarnecki
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Multitouch Barcelona. How “heat” Technology
Marvin Milanese

“In the last years technology has

advanced in giant steps”…this is not a

new thing but today it seems to be a

reality for everybody. Open source is

now an open door that will come into

all houses, exponentially speeding up

creativity and development

possibilities.

Next, a short introduction that will

analyse the key moments in the last

ten years of technology and creative

development in the field of

interaction and new media, and end

with the performance and interview

of one of the most interesting artistic

collectives in the last few years:

Multitouch Barcelona.

The web has always proposed

dynamics connected to interaction

(Action/Reaction) used everyday by

all the net users. Flash in the ’90s has

given colors to this panorama, giving

to all interested (including me) the

possibility to create funny

experiments with animation, colors

and graphics.Nakamura, Amit Pitaru,

Naztke, and Jushua Davis, only to

name a few, have recently proposed

experimentation born under the flash

movement and its creative

possibilities

On the other side of this scene, in

2000, I remember having gone to the

Offf Festival in Barcelona to the

presentation of the installation of

Golan Levin and collaborator. This

installation was opening up new

possibilities in the coding, interaction

and MIDI, including all its infinite

applications. In 2001, when processing

was founded by Ben Fry and Casey

Reas, and later the turn of Reactable,

a project created and launched by

Interactive Sonic Systems Team

directed by Sergi Jordà (Università

Pompeu Fabra, Barcellona): a

electronic music instrument was

presented for the first time in 2005 at

the International Computer Music

Conference Barcelona, to be used

later at the Coachella Festival 2007 in

California by Bjork, and presented

subsequently in diverse events across

Europe.
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From here we started to develop a

project connected to Multitouch

technology as a natural touch screen

evolution (the first one is sensitive to

touch at the same time in different

point of the screen) and in this year

2009, after nine years from Offf ’00

Barcelona, the neo format MultiTouch

was presented at The Offf Oeiras ’09,

in front of 4000 people. The

interactive installation Space Invaders

XL, exhibited at one of the main

festival rooms, consists of one video

screen of 6 X 4 meters and allows all

to play the well known video game

Space invaders. Hundreds of balls

were launched from public to “a

sensible screen” to hit the target and

eliminate it. It was a moment of

collective euphoria!

Interaction is a kind of action that
occurs as two or more objects have an
effect upon one another. The idea of a
two-way effect is essential in the
concept of interaction. (Wikipedia)

…When we add to this simple

principle, the passion for the code,

creativity and the natural human

aspects for fun-born Multitouch

Barcelona. The collective born just

one year ago was able to quickly

enhance his international recognition

thanks to his experimental, fresh and

funny video installations.

Multitouch was founded by four

young designers, based in (X), who

work across interaction and New

Media, and develop platforms linked

to entertainment, play and

experiment, by constantly exploring

the communication between people

and technology.

Contrary to many different projects

made in this last period in this field,

MultiTouch was able to show, in his

artistic projects, the human aspects,

and opened up another interesting

option in the education and

entertainment fields. Next is an

interview of Xavier Vilar de Paz, one of

the four collective founders that will

tell us in a better way how MultiTouch

was born and how their artistic

projects are developed, by going

through a selection of his more

representative interactive installation

analysed by the eyes of the author to

achieve and locate the concept of art

and design in this right historical

moment.
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Marvin Milanese: Hi Xavier, tell me a

little about how was MultiTouch

Barcelona born and what are his

principles.

Xavier Vilar de Paz: Hi, Marvin.

Multitouch Barcelona is a group-o-

-four-project born a year and a half

ago. Within a context where a lot of

new interactive paradigms where

appearing we focused in multitouch

technologies, hence our name. We

wanted to see how it feel to

manipulate this kind of interfaces and

so, we decided to build our own

prototype.

Soon, we realized the power such

interfaces -not only multitouch

interfaces, but all the new ones that

were appearing- have to connect with

people. They involve senses in a

whole new way and people feel more

comfortable using them. Thus, a new

way to communicate people and

technology was appearing and we felt

like contributing with our project. We

saw the opportunity to make

technology warmer and more close to

people. This was the aim of our early

works: to create or use technology to

trigger emotions on people.

Later on, we discovered that even

though this interfaces were an

improvement in emotive technology

they would never -or at least for now-

beat human interaction complexity

and richness. So we redefined our

goal, we wanted our work to serve as

an excuse for human encounters to

occur. Really shiffting attention from

our work to what people feels in the

environment it generates, we clearly

aim for the experience, which is

personal, unpredictable and unique. I

believe that to be, currently, the main

principle of our work.

Marvin Milanese: What is your

connection with Barcellona?

Xavier Vilar de Paz:  We live in

Barcelona and we enjoy it a lot here.

However, something tells me that you

are refering to our original name, we

could have make it better with it, we

know, but we did not expect the

project to evolve as it has and so we

went for a practical descriptive name:

what you do + where you do it. As it

turn out, we are no longer doing

multitouch -or not only-, who knows

if we will be moving someday too.

Anyway, we will always have a part of

Barcelona in our insides, and this is

reflected in our projects. So it makes
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sense to us.

Marvin Milanese: What kind of

technical support do you use in your

installation, and exactly, what is your

relation with technology?

Xavier Vilar de Paz: We all have a little

background on computer science and

we love design and interaction. That is

nice because it has allowed us to work

without any technical support.

Everything in our projects we made it

in our own from hardware -not the

computers itself, everything but-,

software, design, grahpics and so on;

we even designed and programmed

our website and recorded and edited

our videos. We work this way because

the main intention we had when we

started with the project was to learn,

and that stucked. As any way to work,

it has advantages and drawbacks but

we are happy with it. The main

advantage -a part of learing with

every new project- is that we can

integrate everything perfectly since

we have control of all the layers of the

project. The main drawback, we work

slower with new technologies we do

not know. All in all, for us, the results

pay off!

.

Marvin Milanese: Your Demo-Reel

“Guten Touch”, transfers a lot of

emotion, the belief and the passion

for your work. Interactive installations

are often cold. Now, it’ s nice to see

how it is possible to combine the cold

technology aspects with the human

contact, the game, the

entertainment…your slogan “ready to

play” doesn’t leave any doubt…What

can you tell us about this?

Xavier Vilar de Paz: As we said, there

were a lot of new interaction

paradigms coming out at the time we

started and we saw their potential to

warm up technology. By involving the

whole human body and senses into

the interaction process we believed

that technology could become closer

to its users. It is all about making

technology warmer. When a user

sweats in front of your installation,

while playing around, you realize that

he/she is not perceiving it as

technology but as fun. We want our

projects to benefit from that kind of

interaction.

Marvin Milanese: Tell us a little about

your installations…how and from

where did you start? Which was your

first project or experiment as a team?

Xavier Vilar de Paz: We started

building a tabletop multi-touch

interface prototype. We wanted to
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experiment with it and building it

allowed us to develop several simple

applications and start messing

around. We learned a lot out of this

period and we applied this knowledge

in the conceptualization of our first

serious intallation: the Guten Touch
Installation.

Marvin Milanese: One of your last

installation “HI – a real Human

interface” has demonstrated a major

importance of human aspect in your

work. Tell us two words that can used

to describe it…

Xavier Vilar de Paz: Well, “HI” is not an

installation really, HI was intended to

be a concept project that somehow

descrived vaguely our phylosophy. At

one point we realized that people no

longer understood what we did. We

believe our misleading name to be the

blame for that. However, we wanted

to find a way in which to reflect our

project essence leaving room for

interpretation. HI contents our point

of view on how interaction design

should be and how we like to

approach it. At the same time we

wanted it to be though provoking

with the possibilities that technology

is providing. The most incredible and

useful output we got with HI were the

comments people make of the video.

They help us to define ourselves, then

we knew it was a succesful project.

Since HI is a descriptive project, it is

not closed, so HI fans should wait for

new releases… there will definitely be

.

Marvin Milanese: Have you ever

thought of involving children and old

people in your project? It could be the

principle of new educational aspects…

Xavier Vilar de Paz: Defenetly!

Children are wild, creative and playful;

an actitude that we all should try to

maintain as we grow old. This actitude

turn them into incredibly interesting

testers -since they challange the rules

all the time- and a great source of

inspiration. It would be a great to

develop a project specially devoted to

them, sure we will enjoy! In the other

hand, developing for old people will

also be interesting. They tend to be

unfamiliar with technology and

usually affraid of it. Making

technology closer to them would be a

great challange and would test our

skills in warming up technology.

Marvin Milanese: Which are your

dreams in short, medium and long

term?
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Xavier Vilar de Paz: We love what we

are doing… so I guess that the answer

to all the questions is to be able to

keep doing what we do. Part of our

philosophy is enjoy while doing, we’ll

try to keep it up!

Marvin Milanese: In the last years we

have seen an exponential growth of

new communication media. Thanks to

the democratic power of the net,

every day a new blog, radio and

streaming TV are born and seems to

arrive to a bigger collective

consciousness. Where are we heading

to and what function does art, design

and technology play in this historical

moment?

Xavier Vilar de Paz: We think is a great

historical moment for creativity. The

ability to share and the creation of

exchange places have triggered the

most important thought revolutions in

human history. Internet has become

the place to share work, knowledge

and exchange it with other people

and influences. It has become a place

where hierarchies blur. No matter

who you are, just what you do. For us

this has been crucial for our project to

exist.

.

Marvin: What do you want to tell to

the world?

Xavier Vilar de Paz: Always think that

computers are wrong, not you!

 

www.multitouch-barcelona.com/

http://fabrikproject.com.mx/blog/
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Active Imagination And Design Paradoxes
Gigi Ghezzi

“Weareable technologies” are one of

the most heralded examples of

coexistence with new technologies in

the everyday life. Whether they

function as medical or sports aid, or

they are used for mobile

communication or sensory increase,

they are part of the most wide

spreaded scenery of planning and

technological design.

T h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  s u c h

applications,  always  straddling

between creativity and evolution, fully

belongs  to  the  “meta  des ign”

examples ,  according  to  E l i sa

Giaccardi’  and  Gerhard  Fischer’s

definition (in Creativity and Evolution:
a metadesign perspective,  Jounal  of

Digital  Creativity,  n.1,  March  2008).

With  the  term  “metadesign”  the

a u t h o r s  m e a n  a  c o n c e p t u a l

framework of design which allows –

thanks  to  new  cooperative  and

interdisciplinary forms of design – to

create  new  technical  infrastructures

that contribute to improve social and

economic conditions.

H o w e v e r  t h e  p r o g r a m m a t i c

environment  of  technological

development  often  struggles  with  a

classic  strict  paradox:  how  is  it

possible  to  anticipate  and above all

u n d e r s t a n d  u n e x p r e s s e d

technological  needs,  particularly  for

the  above  metioned  examples  of

“wearable technologies” in which the

chal lenge  of  design  concerns

applications permeating our everyday

life and literally our bodies?

O n e  o f  t h e  m o s t  i n t e r e s t i n g

experiments in this direction was Lone

Koefoed Hansen’s (of the University of

Aarhus,  funded  by  the  Danish

Research Council for the Humanities)

and Susan Kozel‘s one for the Lab of

the  Simon  Fraser  University  by  the

British Columbia in Canada. In one of

their articles, published in the Journal
of  Digital  Creativity  (Vol.18,  Issue  4,

December  2007)  they  described the

empirical  experience  of  “wearable

technologies”  in  a  project  called

Placebo Sleeves. It represents itself a

single step of a wider project called

Whispers  in  which a  research group
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made  of  artists,  designers  and

software  developers  studies

mostly  the esthetic  and the cultural

impact  of  wearable  technologies  on

the

society.

Img: courtsesy by Susan Kozel e Lone
Koefoed Hansen

.

To our aim, underlining the particular

experience of the single experiment

PlaceboSleeves is more interesting

than analysing the research

macroproject Whispers , to

understand how the social,

performative and phenomenological

aspects of the human-technology

relationship are by far more complex

and changing than the technological

determinists or constructivist

anthropologists usually think.

The experiment “Placebo Sleeves” set

off from the excellent assumption to

o v e r c o m e  t h e  p a r a d o x  o f

implementation,  changing  the

research focus. The focus moved from

the study of new design implications

to  analysing  the  connections  and

p e r s p e c t i v e s  o f  u s e  o f  n e w

applications.  An  important  topic  of

the  project  states  that  the  new

patterns  of  future  technologies  are

not  simply  produced  during  the

design  phase,  but  they  arise  from

practical culture (quoting Smart mobs’
Howard  Rheingold) .  Studying

employment  culture  according  to

different methods becomes therefore

central,  focussing  the  attention  on

such  cultures  linked  to  theatre  and

performance  technics,  since  they

have  a  long  tradition  in  expressing

corporeity.  The  body  is  the  central

e n v i r o n m e n t  o f  w e a r a b l e

technologies  development.

In  order  to  reach  this  goal,  the

research  group  tried  to  insert  the

concept  of  “Embodied  Imagination”

into the context  of  use of  wearable

t e c h n o l o g i e s .  T h e  t e r m  w a s

formulated  first  of  all  by  Robert

Bosnak and James Hillman with some

therapeutic  and  creative  practices.

The techniques of active imaginations

aim at encouraging those espressive

movements  (painting,  dance,  music)

that  can  become  channels  through

which the unconscious can emerge to

the  conscious.  According  to  this

method, creativity techniques make it

possible  to  reach  the  trascendent

form of dreams or soothed memories

which  reveal  feelings  going  beyond

people’s consciousness.
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The body is  considered in  this  case

according  to  the  methaphore  of

theatre stage, where the unconscious

reproduces  var ious  complex

conditions  which  can  increase

s e n s t a t i o n s ,  f e e l i n g s  a n d

c o n s c i o u s n e s s  t h r o u g h  t h e

techniques  of  active  imagination.

Hansen and Kozel tried to apply some

of  these  therapeutic  techniques  to

understand the “emotional”, individual

and collective dinamics associated to

the everyday imagination of the usage

of wearable technologies.

Img: courtsesy by Susan Kozel e Lone
Koefoed Hansen

.

If in the general project Whispers

biodinamics, the authors used

biodinamics, audio and uncommon

sensors insert into clothes which

created together with other

researcher new methods of

transmissin and condivision of

physical sensations, the project

Placebo clearly chose to use objects –

i.e. sleeves – which could appear high

tech but in reality were “empty” and

therfore exactly for their lightness

were able to raise the impression of a

high degree of sophistication.

In order to avoid the early discovery of

this trik, the experiences of usage of

this  sleeves  always  took  place  in

theatre  settings,  in  prearranged

activities  and  interaction  frames.  To

reach the experiment goals, two main

guidelines have been respected:  the

first one was to extend the sensations

felt in the experimental environment

to the everyday life context, above all

through  verbalization  in  predefined

scripts; the second one was to keep

secret  the  limits  of  communication

technologies  hidden  in  the  sleeves.

During  and  after  the  testing  of  the

sleeves the participants were asked to

express their impressions, sensations

and emotions felt during the different

settings,  stimulating  above  all  the

evocative  and  poetic  force  of  the

technological  object  (underlying  for

example non-verbal, kinaesthetic and

e x p r e s s i v e  p h a s e s  o f  t h e

technological  use)  and  not  its

functionality.

The  whole  gathered  mater ia l

described  personal,  direct,  often

funny and intimate experiences.  The

impressions were often linked to the

experimenters’ nature, to their hopes

and fears.  Only a few experimenters

gave technological suggestion on the

functionality  of  the  sleeves.  The

different  performers  revealed
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extraordinary biographic and man-like

p o j e c t i o n s  t h r o u g h  p l a c e b o

technology: when wearing the sleeves

some experimenters felt domestic or

geographic  yearning,  whereas  some

others  were  afraid  that  the  sleeves

could create “new forms of addiction”,

but  nobody  felt  the  absence  of

technology  in  the  worn  objects.

The  elastic  space  of  performances

allowed therfore  to  catch the  many

connections  of  “active  imaginations”

b a s e d  o n  t e c h n o l o g y  a n d

communication  and  spreaded

through  interpersonal  relationships.

These performances gave back to the

usage  experience  and  the  human-

technology  relationship  its  human

importance,  since  they  based  their

analys is  not  only  on  logic  and

cognitive  qualities,  but  also  on

passional,  imaginative and emotional

ones.

Img: courtsesy by Susan Kozel

.

The results have brought an important

contribution to the range of use of

meta-design in objects belonging to

the everyday life because they show

that human beings – above all in

common contexts – get in contact

with technologies through ambiguous

rules, which are apparently illogic

since they are emotionally

emphasized and often in contrast

with the simple valuation of their

functionality. 

 

http://whisper.iat.sfu.ca/
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Teatro A Corte 09. Art Without Borders
Massimo Schiavoni

Summer time, Festival time. In this

period of the year in Italy we witness

an increasing and rising of close

encounters with the theatre world.

They can be more or less historical but

these encounters are always

meaningful and relevant. A new and

modern Festival, which invested a lot

in the contemporary art is the

extraordinary “Teatro A Corte” (Court

Theatre), this year at its third edition.

This festival is well known and

qualified from all points of view and

has always put the integration of arts

and the enhancement of territory in

the center of its activity.

Directed by Beppe Navello,  it  is  the

Festival  par  excellence,  where  the

best  of  the  European  scene  –  with

international shows and various ways

of expression – meet in Turin and in

seven  Savoy  residences  (Residenze

Sabaude) in Piemont from the 10th to

the  26th  of  July  2009.  Exactly  the

r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  t h e

contemporary theatre and the Savoy

residences is the heart of the festival,

s ince  it  transforms  the  simple

attending to a theatral representation

into  a  unique  and  unrepeatable

experience,  fruit  of  the  encounter

between  artists,  architectures  and

public in a really unusual atmosphere.

The Festival was created in fact with

the aim of opening a window on the

European  culture  overcoming  the

borders between arts and presenting

theatre,  dance,  contemporary circus,

equestrian,  physical  and  buskers’

theatre,  installations,  figure  theatre,

vertical  dance  and  above  all  in  situ

performances,  with projects planned

and realized expressly for the festival

and in harmony with the spaces and

places hosting them.

Among  the  6  in  situ  creations,  the

absolute  f i rst  one  which  best

represents the European spirir of the

Court  Theatre  is  Flux,  an  equestrian

theatre signed by the French Théâtre

du Centaure.  Also the contemporary

circus troupe 9.81 comes from France

and  it  creates  Coléomur,  a  show

which weaves vertical dance with live

music  and  videoprojections  in  a
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moving work of art, moving on the red

thread  of  the  relationship  between

man,  space  and  architectures.  The

D u t c h  J u d i t h  N a b  u s e s  n e w

technologies  in  her  environment

installation  titled  All  the  people  I

d i d n ’ t .  I t  i s  a  p a t h w a y  f o r  4 0

s p e c t a t o r s  i m m e r s e d  i n  a n

atmosphere  between  reality  and

immagination, through videos, sounds

and images reflected on a big mirror

creating  a  visual  theatre  without

actors  or  script.

.

The French choreographer Daniel

Larrieu produced Marche, danses de
verdure, an unusual “choregraphic

experience of the landscape”, in which

he leads the public to the rediscovery

of the relationship with nature.

Cooking is instead the strong point of

La bonne voie / Le banquet
committed to the famous transalpine

group Ilotopie, whose password is

“shortening the distances” between

artists and public. Last but not least

the comeback of Jérôme Thomas, one

of the most original exponent of the

French nouveau cirque, refined

inventor of juggleries and

manipulation of objects, who created

Untitled #1, a short performance in

the hall of the Museo d’Arte

Contemporanea (Contemporary Arts

Museum) in Rivoli, which hosts also

Olafur Eliasson‘s installation The sun
has no money.

Two German groups will have the

honour of opening and closing the

Festival “Teatro a Corte 2009”. The

figure theatre of the well-known

group Familie Flöz has been

committed with the initial show Hotel
Paradiso, a fascinating noir adventure.

The closing event has been instead

committed to one of the most

cheered German group of buskers,

Pan.optikum, presenting a show of

great impact titled “Il Corso” featuring

25 trublers, musicians and actors

among fireworks and stage

machineries that will transform the

open space in a huge stage. The word

“theatre” is the protagonist in 4

national premières with Anna Galiena

who dedicates her show titled Cavour
vs resto del mondo precisely to

Camillo Cavour, Lucilla Giagnoni’s

project Big Bang, and the Austrian

authoress and dramatist Elfriede

Jelinek’s show directed by Lorenzo

Fontana and interpreted by Roberta

Cortese titled Sport. Una pièce – II
studio.
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Finally, since Teatro a Corte has

become, among others, producer of

the project Nuove Sensibilità, created

to enhance and support young artists,

it established for this year edition a

special section hosting the six winner

shows and a recommended one. The

first national première will be Maguy

Marin‘s choreographies with

Worstward Ho, featuring on the stage

Françoise Leick and Samuel Beckett’s

scripts as well as Tatiana Baganova‘s

ones with Post Engagement. Diptych.
Part I and II. A great impact is given by

Anima, the work made in UK signed

by the company Tmesis Theatre.

Melanie Munt is coming instead from

Belgium with two national premières,

Petit Pulse and Itinèraire as well as

Compagnie Furiosas directed by

Carmen Blanco Principal, Thierry

Salmon’s assistant, with Slipping.

.

Twenty-four among clowns,

trumplers, jugglers and musicians will

be the protagonists of the first

national première of Trasmudas, circo

transumante mediterraneo, (Italian

transhumant circus).

It  is  a  show of  contemporary  circus

presented by Progetti  Carpe Diem e

Festival  di  Montevecchio.  Young

talents from the nouveau cirque will

be  the  protagonists  of  the  first

national première with two schools in

comparison: the Italian school “Scuola

di Cirko Vertigo” in No place and the

French  school  Chapitel  Aleïkoum  in

Sortout le cadre. Katharsis is a piece

of vocal theatre played by Laboratorio

Permanente  di  Ricerca  sull’Arte

dell’Attore  (permanent  laboratory  of

research on the art of acting).

Onda teatro will  instead present the

performance  SMS  Short  Mobile

Sequences  .  There  will  be  also  two

performances  linked  to  music  and

cinema:  the  Spanish  David  Moreno

performing  in  Floten  tecles  and

MusicARTeatro  in  Shortr ip  –  a

m u l t i m e d i a l  c o n c e r t  w h i c h

reproduces the soundtracks of some

classic dumb cinemas.  I have recently

got  in  contact  with  the  Director

Beppe Navello who despite his many

organizational  appointments,

managed with patience and accuracy

to  spare  me  some  time  to  answer

some of my questions regarding the

Festival and its collateral events.

Massimo Schiavoni: Could you please

tell me something about the

relationship between Teatro a Corte
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and the main European Festivals and

the theatral scenarios in Italy and

above all in Piemont?

Beppe Navello:  Teatro a Corte is the

natural evolution of a more restrained

event that I have been directing for 9

years in Turin, i.e. the festival Teatro

Europeo  (European  theatre)  which

gave birth to an international look and

a  net  of  collaborations  that  are

nowadays  widely  developed starting

from  Teatro  di  Gap  (thanks  to  this

theatre  we  realized  interesting

coproductions). Also with the Festival

delle Colline Torinesi we have started

this year an important coproduction,

which  involves  a  local  association

called  Associazione  15febbraio.  Last

year  dur ing  Teatro  a  Corte  we

organized a meeting,  “L’Europa nella

rete” (Europe in the net) inviting the

E u r o p e a n  f e s t i v a l s  a n d  t h e

associations to come to Turin, in order

to create a “net”. We spent two busy

days  with  operators  and  journalists

focussing on the structures of In SITU

and  LIEUX  PUBLICS  and  on  the

festivals  Les  Hivernales  in  Avignone,

the London Mime Festival, the Tanec

Praha, Les Brigittines di Bruxelles and

the Agence Wallonie Bruxelles.

We will repeat the positive experience

of  that  meeting  this  year  too,  with

two intense meetings full  of  guests:

on  the  25th  of  July  there  will  be  a

focus titled “il  Piemonte dei festival”

(Piemont  of  festivals)  during  which

many  of  the  cultural  and  festival

organization of Turin and Piemont will

meet  and  tel l  about  their  own

exper iences  of  internat ional

cooperation  and  action  on  the

territory. On the 26th of July the focus

will  be instead “l’Europa dei  festival”

(Europe of festivals) and the attention

wil l  concentrate  especial ly  on

European  groups  which  create  “in

situ” or “site specific” productions. It is

also  one  of  the  main  features  of

Teatro a  Corte,  which gathers many

artists in order to create works of art

a d  h o c  f o r  t h e  p l a c e s  a n d

architectures of Savoy residences.

 

Massimo Schiavoni: I would like to

dwell exactly on the relation between

artists and the local people,

architectures and site specific

productions among pathways and

“steering” which are well presented in

Judith Nab’s and Daniel Larrieu’s

works. Do you think the public should

be in any way newly involved through

a direct contact or more or less
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evident interaction?

Beppe  Navello :  “In  situ”  or  “site

specific”  creations  are  the  vibrant

heart of Teatro a Corte which creates

unique  and  unrepeateble  relations

between spaces and architectures in

the Savoy residences in Turin and the

activity of international artists working

in  close  contact  with  the  heritage

where  our  festival  takes  place.  The

result  is  the  real  difference  which

makes Teatro a Corte almost unique

because  people  can  share  the

emotion  of  magic  nights  in  august

places  belonging  to  the  past  which

are open to the public and host events

telling  their  story  in  an  exceptional

way.

Is  therefore  the  interweaving  of

different kinds of art and their relation

with  the  territory,  following  the

English model of total theatre, the key

and objective perspective needed for

the renewal and restructuring of many

Italian festivals in this artistic sector?

We  have  been  following  a  vocation

cultivated for years and born with the

festival  Teatro  Europeo.  We  have

been following passion and instict and

since  the  beginning  we  have  been

fascinated by the overcoming of the

borders  between  arts.  One  of  our

slogans  is  in  fact  “without  borders”.

We like bringing to our public the best

of the European scene, in all its forms,

from  theatre  to  dance  and  physical

theatre,  from  the  nouveau  to  the

equestrian circus from figure theatre

to  pantomime,  from  fireworks  to

bulkers’  shows.

We travel  during  the  year  following

the programs of festivals and theatre

all over Europe in order to host great

artists  who however  are  not  always

known  by  our  Italian  public.  During

these  t rave ls  we  establ ished

interesting  relationships  with  many

structures.  Surely  we  found  many

affinities  with  the  prestigious  and

historic  festival  Mime  Festival  in

London,  which expresses  an idea of

show well summarized by the English

critics in the concept of Total Theatre,

overcoming the borders between arts

to  include  everything  in  a  single

expressive  framework.

 

Massimo Schiavoni: Teatro a Corte

2009 has come this year to its third

edition. What are the expectations

and ambitions of this event which is

so polyhedric but at the same time

compatible with every kind of public
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going from physical theatre to street

art, from performances to

installations?

Beppe  Navello:  Teatro  a  Corte  was

founded  thanks  to  the  agreements

between  State  and  Region  which

allowed us to raise our experience and

establish  this  important  festival  that

u n i f y  t h e  v a l o r i z a t i o n  o f  t h e

architectural and historical heritage of

Savoy residences in Piemont with the

art  of  live  theatre  at  international

level. However the agreement will last

only three years and this is exactly the

third edition. Given the success of the

festival from the point of view both of

public and press we hope that it could

continue in the future as a model of

an  European  idea  of  culture,  which

has  been  always  appreciated  by

spectators.

www.teatroacorte.it
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I-realize: Analyze This For A Better Future
Elena Gianni

Two days to notice unsolved

problems, introduce (technological?)

solutions and stimulate the creation

of new disruptive start-ups in

different areas of work.” The event-

conference I Realize – The Art of

Disruption has been presented on its

own website and was held on June 9-

10 in the fantastic studios Virtuality

Media Park in Turin. The stimulating

the birth of start-up events in two

days is definitely an ambitious goal.

And by all appearances the goal was

achieved.

In two days, everything I have been

hearing and speaking about can be

summed up in one word: “Disruption”

or, at least in two words: “Disruption

Wannabe”. I’ll explain this concept:

disruption, or better disruptive

innovation, according to economist

Clayton M. Christensen, who first

introduced this definition, consists in

some technological innovations that

allow the creation of a new economic

model or strategy that has a strong,

even revolutionary, impact on the

market there. Examples of breaking

innovations are the invention of

paper, television, phone, Linux.

Therefore the term refers to a very

outstanding innovation and I think it

should be used cautiously, that’s why I

would rather consider it as “wannabe”

than take it verbatim.

Two days in Turin there have been a

roundup on some of the disruptive

innovations that are changing the way

we live, communicate, or travel. And a

general survey was done, aiming at

analysing the state of art and of a

potential future.

.

Several innovators, we just mention
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Moshe Bar (technologist and founder

of several start-ups in the computing

field, which have been a great

success) and Peter Saville (a graphic

artist of the most famous covers by

Joy Division and New Order, founder

of the independent label Factory

Record), spoke of their work and how

they have revolutionized the field.

Together with the large start-ups

there were a number of local start-

ups: from Vieweb (www.vieweb.it), a

company providing high-definition

webcasting services, to SpyStory a

reality game based on a web-

community (www.spystory.it). I

Realize looks at the world, trying to

project at the same time a vision of

Turin’s real life.

But how is it possible to produce

disruptive innovation in the market

and in society? They guarantee that

the key is to find out unsatisfied

needs, analyse existing reactions and

start from those answers, find

innovative solutions. This is the recipe

I Realize is suggesting and it is the

fundamental path after which the

different topics defined by the editors

were extracted: “I Eat” and “I Move &

Interact”, “I Grow – Media”, “I Grow –

Design “” I Grow – Wellness”.

The definition of the topics and the

structure of 2 days based on them

was worthwhile to define different

sectors and categorise problems: the

topics were food in relation to GMOs,

fair-trade, eco-sustainability,

transport and new technologies

referred to the Internet of things,

post-industrial design and fabbing,

media and wellness. The description is

wide and distinctly deep.

The starting points to begin to

describe the different scenarios are

always the same. The development of

social platforms, which become

important not only as a dating service

or job-founding but as a collaborative

tool to encourage problem solving:

“The wisdom crowds is only as

powerful as far as the crowd is wise,”

says the IFTF (Institute for the Future)

in the map “The future of making”

created for Make. The increasing

sensitivity towards environment and

sustainability (eco-motivation)

problems and the development of the

Internet of things, the spread of

culture DIY (i.e. the success of sites

like Instructable, the Make magazine,

the Dorkobot , and services as

Ponoko); the spreading of the open-

source and of the creative commons

as a means of sharing culture as well

as the customers’ expectations, who

is always searching for customization

and is used to receive many free

content.
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The first scenario that I want to

describe is the one outlined by

Nicholas Nova, researcher and

editorial manager of Lift Conference

(http://liftlab.com/nicolas_nova.php)

. He was charged to organise the

workshop “I Move & Interact” and he

reports here the conclusions of the

workshop during the conference. The

conference was also organised by

Bruce Sterling (writer and futurologist)

and Andrea Branzi (architect and

designer, winner of the golden

compass award). Nicholas Nova

explains: “Our ability to communicate

and interact both as consumers and

as producers of information is

increasingly ‘anywhere, anytime,

anyway’ “, wireless networks, mobile

devices can connect to the Internet

and the new network of sensors is

building “a new membrane of

information around people, places

and objects.”

The urban environment has changed

radically: the network and the devices

hurled the modern man in a milieu of

unexplored or only partially explored

potentials, that reserves attractive,

maybe sustainable future

contingencies. The information layer

produced through ubiquitous

technologies can be exploited to

develop innovative applications and

services to citizens. And the Internet

of things, populated by Spime and

Blogjects, that is objects that can

communicate with each other and

interact with users while preserving

their own history over time and space.

The exploitation of this new

information layer is more widespread

and relatively old than we might think:

for example, in Turin, as in many other

cities, the local transport company

offers a service that allows you to

receive information on buses

timetables real-time through a live

media-tracking via GPS Such a service

is generally widespread and that is

possible through technological “talk”

in the means of public transport.

The project practice, says N. Nova,

should not mean to invent from

nothing, but rather rethink about

services already existing services and

tools (such as the one mentioned

above) in order to improve their

performance. An example of simple

and clever innovation that Nova

reported is Trenitalia: instead of

investing on the high speed the

installation of wireless networks in
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trains would have been cheaper and

more profitable, and it would have

attracted more customers than the

luxurious interior design of

Frecciarossa has done.

Nicholas Nova concluded with a series

of questions: the services and the

technological solutions are “thrown”

on consumers, but do they really

meet the people’s needs? Should the

designer revolutionize user practices,

or rather follow those practices? Is it

possible to make the information

layer, or the substrate produced by

Spime and users themselves, more

visible?

.

A second particularly interesting

scenario was presented during the

workshop and the conference “The

Grow – Design” during which they

talked about post-industrial design.

The workshop was committed to

Giorgio Olivero (TODO, Interaction &

Media Design www.todo.to.it) and

Menichelli Massimo (designer and

researcher, www.openp2pdesign.org).

While during the conference also

Massimo Banzi (inventor of Arduino,

www.tinker.it) and Jennifer Higgie

(writer and co-editor of Frieze

Magazine) attended the meeting-

Today more and more designers are

anxious to build their own tools for

the design: the

designer–programmers who are

inspired by the DIY and hacker culture

to produce content that are then

placed again in the network for the

community. This new type of designer

doesn’t produce items finished

objects but dynamic designs, and

they’re open to end users’

contributions, who have become

prosumer (producer + consumer). That

is, they aren’t passive users and they

are responsible for defining the

variables that the designer leaves

open to manipulation.

This is possible thanks to the spread

of digital technologies for fabrication

or fabbing (such as 3D printers, laser

cutting machines, numerically

controlled milling machines ..) that are

becoming increasingly cheap and

allow a shift of design and production

to generative design, participated

design and mass customization.

A famous example is the NIKEiD site

(http://nikeid.nike.com) where the

user can customize the colours of the

shoes he has chosen and buy proceed

with the purchase. Giorgio Olivero

states, however, that this kind of mass
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customization is somewhat fictitious

The user shares the manufacturing

process and design but this

experience does not consist in a real

surplus value, and it does not go

beyond the “wow” effect given by the

new technology. An example of

intelligent mass customization,

Olivero said, are the projects by Fluid

Forms (www.fluidforms.eu): The

project Earth-Pinstripe Bowl for

example allows the user to choose a

location from Google Map and then

use the shape of the landscape

(measurements of the heights and

hollows of the valleys) to give shape

to a wooden tray. This experience of

customization has got an emotional

meaning.

Will these practises lead to the

emergency of new economic models?

In the future will everyone of us

design our chair by ourselves? And

will we produce it at home thanks to a

3D desktop printer? What is the role of

designers in this new scenario?

Img: courtesy by Fluid Forms
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Stephen Williams of Fluid Forms (who

was at the workshop) answers to the

last question: the role of the designer

is to define a “space of possible

solutions”, which must be broad

enough to leave room for

customization, but limited enough to

avoid the “prosumers overload with a

range of options for customization

which are most of the times

unnecessary.”

However, Massimo Menichelli

emphasizes the importance to adopt

an open source policy: Tinker is a very

good example of post-industrial

design studio. Arduino is known to be

an open source printed sheet (or a

hardware): this means that Banzi does

not collect royalties but that he can

access, at the same time, to a huge

quantity of “wisdom” generated by

the international community lying

around Arduino. The Arduino forum is

a gold mine for anyone wishing to use

the card for a project, much of the

code has already been written and

much of the hardware has been

experienced. The material produced

by the community is part of a wisdom

which Banzi members could never

have reached by themselves and that

they can exploit for commercial

projects with Tinker.

In the end, I Realize brought a wind of

change in Turin: there’s loads of ideas

and there are great opportunities to

experience. Companies should try to
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be open to innovation, because there

are really new possibilities offered by

the market (and this was illustrated in

the two days meeting). The scenarios

outlined show a one and only truth:

there is still much to discover and

innovate. And a positive and

decidedly precious idea is implied,

especially in such an economically

and politically dark period: the future

is coming and there is the possibility

that it will be better than now, you

just have to want it. 

 

http://www.irealize.eu/
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Ephemeral Physicality: Quantum Particles And
Digital Art

Jeremy Levine

This text is the fhird of a 5 essay
series, written by Amercian
interaction designer and theorician
Jeremy Levined entitled “Products of
Negotiation & Spaces of Possibility:
Quantum Systems and Interactive
Media Art”. The text was translated in
Italian for Digimag, according to the
author, and first pubblished for an
art-critic magazine

 

IntroductionTJust as a quantum

particle has both a virtual and a

physical dimension, so does a work of

digital art, which exists as both

invisible code and visual display. The

dual nature of matter in quantum

mechanics is mirrored by the dual

nature of a work of digital art. Just as

a photon is both a particle and a

wave, a work of digital art is both a set

of

instructions and the execution of

those instructions. Digital art,

software art, or any work of art that

utilizes media as its medium- is both a

set of structural relations (a system of

process) and a set of discrete objects

in space. This is conceptual dualism

rather than physical dualism. But how

does one make sense of diametriclly

opposite models of the same thing

without suffering a bit of cognitive

dissonance? Neil’s Bohr, one of the

father’s of quantum mechanics, points

the way out: embrace the paradox.

2.0 The Paradoxical Nature of Matter

and Complementarity

The infamous “double slit experiment”

shows that when a beam of light,

composed of individual photons,

passes through two slits cut through a

screen it produces a wave like

interference pattern on a second

distant screen. These interference

patterns are identical to those

produced by waves as they lap over

each other. But that is impossible

given our classical understanding of

an individual particle. The ontology of
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individuality says that no two particles

can occupy the same point in space

and time. The fundamental

point/mass of classical physics is a

hard irreducible “thing” that occupies

space and moves through time.

According to the classical physics the

observed

interference in the two-slit

experiment is the result of some

atoms going through one slit and

some going through the others,

resulting in collisions when they meet

again at the screen.

.

The “double slit experiment” has

another surprise in store. If we modify

the light source and shoot one photon

at time at the double slits, we will still

see the exact same wave like

interference pattern on the distant

screen. But for this to be possible

each photon would have to pass

through both slits. Clearly this is

impossible if we believe subatomic

particles to be “objects” with distinct

physical properties.

As if that weren’t strange enough, if

you try to determine which slit the

photon passes through the wave

pattern disappears. The detector

interacts physically with the photon,

such that its position becomes fixed.

The wave of probability disappears

and is replaced by the registration of a

single particle. The quantum world

violates our expectations at every

turn. Our classical logic, which

separates the world into binary

categories of “either/or” stumbles

when we encounter quantum

phenomenon, which stubbornly

resists being, pinned down.

An electron can be reduced to a fixed

mass point in space: a particle; or a

field of probability- the quantum

wave function. These alternate states

of being are mutually exclusive yet

equally valid, depending on oneʼs

frame of reference. Our frame of

reference, which includes our

position, momentum, and choice of

measurement

apparatus, must be included in any

description of a sub-atomic particle.

No single frame of reference is

capable of a “complete description”

because other perspectives have an

equal claim on the “truth”, hence we

have electrons behaving in contrary

fashion- either particle or wave-

depending upon the scale of our

observation. We

cannot exhaust the ontological

possibilities of the “thing” being
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described

Niels Bohr, paradox and

complementarity

Unable to square the circle of contrary

atomic description, physicist Neils

Bohr proposed something radical:

embrace the paradox. Bohr proposed

the notion of Complementarity in

order to deal with the cognitive

dissonance caused by the paradoxical

nature of matter.

Complementarity tells us we can hold

two simultaneously contradictory

descriptions about the same

phenomenon by acknowledging their

mutually exclusive contexts.

Columbian physicist Jairo Roldan

describes the elusive notion of

complementarity this way: “Two

experiences or phenomena will be

complementary if they are mutually

excluding and they have the same

quantum object” [1]. The conceptual

dualism of complementarity applies

directly to the behavior of electrons.

According to physicist Paul Davies:

From the quantum angle, an electron

is not simply an electron. Shifting

energy patterns shimmer around it,

financing the unpredictable

appearance of photons, protons,

mesons, and even other electrons. In

short all the paraphernalia of the

subatomic world latches on to an

electron like an intangible, evanescent

cloak, a shroud of ghostly bees

swarming around the central hive.

Img: courtesy by Electron Microscopy
Center
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Davies describes the electron as a

complex system rather than a point

mass in space as Newtonian

mechanics might have us believe.

Nevertheless, Newton’s mechanical

principles are in fact just as correct,

only they have a limited frame of

reference. From within the classical

world electrons are best treated as

individual particles. This is

Newton’s world. But from the sub-

atomic perspective of quantum

mechanics, electrons dissolve into

fields.

All matter, as it turns out, has a dual

nature: both particle and wave,

depending upon how we choose to

measure it. The dual nature of matter

is a product of our interactions with

matter, rather than some intrinsic

property of a “reality” with an

objective, independent existence.
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“Virtual states are part of the realm of

potentiality in physical

reality because they contain the

future empirical possibilities of the

universe” [3]. This is eerily reminiscent

of ethe way invisible software

contains the potential for the future

“empirical” (quantifiable) audio-visual

outputs it displays in response to

human interaction.

Complementarity is the conceptual

tool we use to simultaneously hold

both descriptions of matter, particle

and wave, as equally “real”, but

mutually exclusive because of the

independence of their contexts. From

the sub-plank length quantum

perspective, subatomic particles and

the observer –along with their

experimental apparatus — must be

considered a new system rather than

separate “individuals”. It is the context

of the observer that determines what

description to use. A model of

discrete parts makes sense when

describing the mechanics of the heart,

but it tells us nothing about the

mystery of “life” itself. Life, like

intelligence or the color red, is an

emergent effect that cannot be

reduced to their constituent

components: cells or photons. But

quantum mechanics reveals

something much more fundamentally

odd about the character of “reality”:

the observer cannot look at a

quantum particle without affecting it.

The process of measurement

translates the virtual to the physical.

When the ensemble of quantum

mechanical possibilities (the wave

function ) breaks down, one of the

various possible outcomes becomes

reality. When detection happens, new

information is put into the world. This

is not an epistemological issue, but

rather ontological. There is a virtual

invisible dimension to reality that

directly affects the material “visible”

dimension in a way that is impossible

to completely quantify.

Img: courtesy by Christa Sommerer e
Laurent Mignonneau
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La duplice natura dell’arte digitale

“Software is an abstraction that is

experienced through its instantiation

during runtime” [5]. Conceptual

dualism and holism are paradigms

that appear again and again in works

of digital theory, which must balance

the discrete states of bits…

“”By its very nature, digital
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representation requires the breaking
apart of phenomena and their
representation by symbolic bits. …with
the dynamic processes of systems.“In
that a discrete data object (datum)
can be considered a (unity), it is a
unity having parts (or the potential for
parts) and yet is simultaneously a part.
The datum is a prehension of its
antecedents and concomitants and,
by degrees, acts to prehend a larger
system which prehends itself”.

Scott Snibe’s “Fuel” is downloaded to

the user’s desktop where it turns the

IP nodes of your network into a field

of glowing stars that react in real time

to your on-line activity. The

immaterial information provided by

the separate and discrete nodes of

your network are recontexualized and

processed into a single visual display.

Geographically distinct components

are linked into a single viewing space

through the interaction of human

input with Snibe’s software. On one

level, there is the ontological dualism

of material data vs. material

visualization, but there is also the

ontological dualism of part versus

whole, object versus system.

The project “A-Volve” by Christa

Sommerer & Laurent Mignonneau,

translates the physical input of visitors

interacting with a giant touch-screen

into a digital ecosystems of strange

luminous creatures fighting for

survival. With multiple visitors

drawing on the same giant tabletop

screen, we have the input of many

human components with the artists’

designed algorithms that lurk invisibly

behind the scenes. These algorithms

function as the ʻlaws of natureʼ and

hence have both an ephemeral

existence as concepts and an

empirical existence through their

affects on the behavior of “things” in

the world.

There is a peculiar relationship

between the mostly hidden backend

of code which constitute a

convergence of language and

mathematics- and the multi-sensory

“display” it can produce: an identity in

the sense of a

sameness in different instances

(code/results), each of which takes a

very different form yet, on one level, is

one and the same. (Christiane Paul)

Img: courtesy by Natalie Jeremijenko
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The manipulation of invisible data into

a visible display is at the heart of the

web based work of Robert Hodgin. His
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web site, “Flight 404″ , explores the

dynamic variability and liquidity of

form of digital physics.

Some digital artists exploit the

medium’s dual ontology by deploying

multiple levels of interactivity in a

single project. The result is a blurring

of boundaries between the virtual

world of the Internet and the physical

world of our bodies. The same

blurring of boundaries– the same

ontological dualism—appears in

quantum mechanics, which describes

a photon as both quantum wave and

sub-atomic particle.

“one trees” by Natalie Jerimenko

consists of hundreds of trees planted

around the San Francisco Bay area

linked together through the internet

to virtual trees, creating a “networked

instrument” that monitors the health

of the environment. As “one trees” is

not simply an object we can locate in

any one place, though it has object

like

components, but also needs to be

understood as the sum of the

interactions of these components: the

biological trees planted in different

locations in physical space, along with

their digital tree counterparts in

cyberspace, and the human social

network that is created by the

project’s human participants. “one

trees” reveals another conceptual

dualism: “art can be propositional and

computational as much as visual or

metaphoric”.

Reynald Drouhin “des frags” asks the

visitor to upload an image from their

computerʼs library. After the visitor

selects amongst several options, “des

frags” executes its program. “des

frags” criss-crosses the globe in a

mere instant, tearing through ““web

windows” – a continuous breakage

whose splinters, far-away and

indeterminate, are

recomposed….”(Drouhin). A few

minutes later an original work of art is

sent to the visitor by e-mail. The result

is an abstract mosaic suitable for

printing on a single sheet of paper- or,

as Drouhin calls it, a “Defragmentation

of the Internet by Images”.

Because the visitor’s collaboration

with ”des frags” produces a physical

object, the work offers the experience

of crossing the boundary between the

virtual world (a world of possibilities)

and the physical world. This is not

unlike our interactions with a

quantum system in that the collapse

of the quantum wave function- a

virtual entity- produces a “observable

outcome” – a physical entity.

Quantum tunneling is the idea that all

objects also have a wave like

character that is spread out in time

and space. Throw a tennis ball at a

wall until the end of time and

eventually it will pass through the

other side, as if violating the laws of
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physics. Yet there is no violation, only

a statistical rarity. What some might

call a miracle is perfectly plausible

within the bounds of quantum

physics. Victoria Vesna’s “quantum

tunneling” plays on the idea that

“objects” – including the visitors to her

installationalso have a dual wave-like

nature that goes urecognized except

at the quantum level.

A “tunnel” connects two identical
spaces in which images of the
audience are projected and distorted.
The visitor swipes a finger over a
specified surface, leaving a genetic
trace. While doing so, the visitor’s
image is captured and presented in
conglomeration with the face of
another visitor. The recognizable faces
are juxtaposed and become distorted.
When another visitor passes through
the tunnel, the facial images are again
disturbed and altered, fractured into
particles and waves.

Img: courtesy by Victoria Vesna
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Conclusions

What good is analytic reduction when

entanglement –a form of strong

coupling- lends more reality to a

composite system that to its parts.”

But what is really meant by this notion

of “more reality”? In quantum terms,

“reality” simply means a quantum

state according to our definition”.

But perhaps it is more useful to say

that “holism” constitutes another

“order of reality”. The composite or

higher (hierarchical nesting) “order of

reality” of holism that we find in works

of interactive media art and entangled

quantum particles, is a challenge to

the reductive “either/or” logic of

classical physical dualism. Holism is an

ontological property that emerges

from conceptual dualism. There are

material “things” we can clearly

measure and is also the relationship

between these “things” as a non-

material condition that is equally

“real”, but much more difficult and at

times impossible to fully quantify.

Both aspects of reality are equally

valid depending upon our perspective

and our context. In order to grasp the

immaterial materiality of digital media

we need the “both/and” logic of

conceptual dualism of

complementarity.

A work of interactive media — like a

quantum system– is both material and

immaterial, static (the code) and the

dynamic interpretation that code (the

running program), just as a photon is
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both a measurable object (a particle)

and a swarm of virtual particles (the

probabilistic wave function). Roy

Ascott proposes “art has shifted its

concern from the behavior of forms to

forms of behavior”. Clearly art has not

forsaken its interest in form, but it is

equally true that new kinds of art,

such as interactive digital media,

require a new set of criteria.

This does not invalidate formalism,

nor does quantum mechanics

invalidate Newtonian mechanics. It all

depends on the context of the

observer. Different criteria apply in

different contexts. The emergence of

complex phenomena, such as

cognitive thinking, exists at the level

of the system, rather than the level of

the object. We require conceptual

bifocals. Complementarity is a model

for understanding the conceptual

dualism of both the physical and the

virtual.

.
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